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ABSTRACT
This master’s thesis was performed with the purpose of analysing the influence of knowledge sharing
on the performance of strategic alliances. For responding to the research question, a deductive
approach was chosen; first, a theoretical model, based on existing theories about knowledge sharing
in strategic alliances, was developed, which was then transformed into hypotheses; this was followed
by a survey among 50 manufacturing firms within the EU. The empirical data was thereafter analysed
and the hypotheses were tested through a regression analysis. The study revealed several results: (a)
it became apparent throughout the theoretical research, that knowledge sharing is not directly
measurable, but had to be described by its composing aspects; (b) the results obtained through the
regression analysis showed that (1) the trust among the alliance partners, (2) the degree to which the
firms’ shared knowledge is explicit, and (3) the degree to which the contributed knowledge is related
to the firm’s core knowledge, have a positive impact on the performance of an alliance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Background

The Strategic Alliance
It has become increasingly difficult for companies to stay independent and self-sufficient in the
modern world of business. This is one of the reasons why strategic alliances have become more
popular (Crossan and Inkpen, 1995). According to Kale, Singh and Perlmutter (2000), firms start
alliances for a numerous of different reasons: to gain competitive advantage, to access new
technologies and knowledge, to achieve economies of scale and scope, or to share risk. Kogut (1988)
distinguishes three motivational backgrounds for firms to form an alliance. The transaction cost
motivation and the strategic motivation are primarily based on economic benefits. The third
motivation is the learning perspective, where firms use an alliance as a tool for learning or gaining
new capabilities. Hamel (1991) elaborates on this last type of motivation. According to him, an
alliance can be seen as an alternative way to learn, which can be preferred above market-based
transactions, acquiring an external company, or internal learning.
The performance, i.e. success versus failure of strategic alliances, turns out not always to be as was
initially expected by the participants. On the contrary, according to Das and Teng (2003), the failure
rate of alliances amounts to up to 60%. Moreover, according to Gulati (1998, p. 306) “the
performance of alliances has received less attention than other areas, because of some onerous
research obstacles, which include measuring alliance performance and the logistical challenges of
collecting the rich data necessary to assess these issues in greater detail.” To these obstacles belong
the questions, whether alliance performance should be analysed on the firm or the alliance level
(Hamel, Doz & Prahalad, 1989; Harrigan, 1988), and the decision for an appropriate alliance
performance measurement (e.g. Arino, 2003; Hagedoorn & Schakenraad, 1994; Kale, Dyer & Singh,
2002). Thus, this aspect of alliances stays to be underexplored and not well-understood (Gulati,
1998).
A great amount of research has been done about the success factors of alliances. Some scholars
argue that a success factor of alliances can be found in the relational aspect. It has been argued that
a greater trust and cooperation between allying firms is positively related to the success of alliances
(Crossan & Inkpen, 1995; Kale et. al, 2000; Kogut, 1989). Other factors include the experience a firm
has in managing alliances (Anand & Khanna, 2000); the structure of the alliance, i.e. equity vs. nonequity (Simonin, 2004); or learning capability (e.g. Hamel, 1991).
Knowledge Transfer
Another success factor that plays a crucial role in alliances, is the knowledge that is transferred from
the partnering firms to the alliance, and consequently between the partnering firms (Inkpen &
Beamish, 1997). When firms are collaborating in an alliance, it is expected that they contribute some
kind of knowledge to the alliance to achieve the initial goal of the alliance. Inkpen (2000) makes a
clear distinction in this knowledge transfer process. He claims that this depends on both the
7
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accessibility of knowledge and the acquisition effectiveness. In other words, to what extent an
organisation shares knowledge with the alliance and the degree to which it can absorb new
knowledge from the alliance. This insight is supported by other scholars (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990;
Khamseh & Jolly, 2008; Larsson, Bengtsson, Henriksson & Sparks, 1998; Thomas, 1979; in Larsson et
al., 1998). In the scientific world, there has been a lot of research done in the factors that influence
these dimensions. It has been found out that firms do not just choose the knowledge they share to
the alliance, but that this depends on more factors, such as reciprocal behaviour and the
characteristics of the knowledge that a partner contains (Simonin, 1999, 2004). Another factor that
influences the level of knowledge sharing, is the goal of the alliance, i.e. the initial intentions why the
alliance was formed in the first place, i.e. exploration vs. exploitation (March, 1991). This means that
partners can decide to collaborate to create value directly from the combined knowledge
(exploitation) or that they can invest in new knowledge (exploration). These two approaches are
expected to have a great influence on the desired knowledge that is contributed to the alliance.
Learning in Alliances
Knowledge transfer in alliances can have (undesired) consequences, especially when two or more
competitors are collaborating, which include individual learning possibilities. That means that
contributed knowledge can not only result in created value that neither of the partners could have
accomplished on its own, or at the same pace (Kogut, 1988), it can also lead to individual learning.
This occurs when one firm acquires knowledge from its partner and implements this knowledge in its
own, non-alliance activities and, thus, obtain an improved competitive position (Norman, 2002). In
other words, a partner firm must share knowledge to accomplish economic benefits of an alliance,
while, on the other hand, sharing knowledge may result in appropriation by a partner firm. Norman
(2002) describes this paradox. “Thus, firms must balance the short-term risks associated with the
failure of the immediate alliance and the long-term risks associated with the undermining of a firm’s
competitive position. To counter the risk of alliance failure, partners must actively integrate
knowledge. To counter the long-term competitive risks, partners are motivated to protect their
knowledge from appropriation” (Norman, 2002, p. 178). Also Hamel et al. (1989) describe the
challenge for companies to contribute certain value to an alliance, while they should prevent a
transfer of excessive knowledge to the partner company. They describe this as a “very thin line to
walk” (Hamel et al., 1989, p. 193).

1.2.

Problem Discussion

Within the scientific world, there has been done a significant amount of research about strategic
alliances. Many of them focuses on either learning from alliances (alliance partners) (Crossan &
Inkpen, 1995; Hamel, 1991), the transfer of knowledge between alliance partners (Inkpen, 1998;
2000; Simonin, 1999; 2004) or the protection of knowledge (Norman, 2002; 2004). Other researchers
have focused primarily on the performance of alliances and its effects on the individual partner
(Hamel et al., 1989). What still lacks within the scientific knowledge is, however, what effect
knowledge sharing has on the outcome of the alliance.
In general, there is still an ongoing debate of how to measure and evaluate the performance of
alliances (Glaister and Buckley, 1999; in Emden, Yaprak and Cavusgil, 2005). Just to define the
8
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outcome by examining single parameters may hold the danger of leading one to incomplete, and,
thus, unreliable conclusions (Emden et al., 2005). In addition, not all kinds of alliances can be
captured with each kind of measurement. For example, financial measurements cannot be utilised in
alliances, which do not have a financial goal, such as marketing alliances (Das & Teng, 2001). Thus,
some researchers (e.g. Arino, 2003; Parkhe, 1993) focus on measurements with regards to the initial
organisational or strategic goal of the alliance. Additionally, Iyer (2002) evaluates the alliance
outcome as positive when the skills and technologies, for which the focal firm joined the alliance,
have been acquired.
Hamel et al. described it so precisely in 1989: “a very thin line to walk.” This, however, is still
applicable to today’s situation. Among the studies mentioned, the great majority are all in agreement
that there exists a dilemma between sharing and protecting knowledge. Norman (2002) made the
proposition that sharing a great amount of knowledge may be beneficial for the performance of the
alliance, but may result in disadvantages for the individual partner’s competitive advantage.
Conversely, being too protective on one’s knowledge may protect the firm’s core competencies but
may result in a disappointing performance of the alliance. In accordance to Norman’s (2002)
proposition, also Hutt, Stafford, Walker and Reingen (2000) and, earlier, Crossan and Inkpen (1995)
suggest that sharing knowledge is beneficial for the success of the alliance. However, this has not
been proven empirically. Accordingly, the following research question has been formulated:
What influence has knowledge sharing on the performance of the alliance?

1.3.

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to the existing knowledge about strategic alliances. The
principle is to examine whether or not an alliance partner’s knowledge sharing has an influence on
the performance of alliances. Empirical analyses will give a better understanding how the aspects of
knowledge sharing relate to alliance performance.

1.4.

Definitions

Strategic Alliance
In this thesis a broad definition of strategic alliance (also referred to as alliance) was applied. The
reason for this is that the thesis was primarily focused on the influence of knowledge sharing on
alliance performance, rather than on the alliance itself. In order to capture a wide sample for the
empirical research, no distinction was made regarding the different characteristics of an alliance.
Hence, a strategic alliance was considered as “any independently initiated interfirm link that involves
exchange, sharing or co-development (see Gulati,1995). This encompasses joint ventures, R&D or
production agreements, marketing or distribution agreements, or technology exchange” (Kale, Dyer
& Singh, 2002, p. 748).
Knowledge
Although interfirm knowledge transfer has been a popular area of research, it has to be recognised
that only a few scholars define the term knowledge in their studies. Given the central position of
9
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knowledge in this dissertation it was chosen to define it. Kogut and Zander (1992) distinguish
knowledge in (1) information and (2) know-how. Here, information is defined as knowledge that is
easily codifiable, such as facts and data. Know-how, on the other hand, “involves knowledge that is
tacit, sticky, complex, and difficult to codify” (Kale et al., 2000, p. 221). For the purpose of this thesis,
knowledge also included skills, resources and capabilities (Norman, 2002).
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2. METHODOLOGY
The intention of this thesis was to combine two aspects of strategic alliances: the contribution of
knowledge by the partner to the alliance and the performance of the alliance, and to test this, up till
now, underexplored relationship empirically, in order to search for and possibly find existing
correlations between the two aspects.
Hence, the epistemological position was decided to be positivistic (Bryman & Bell, 2007). The
advocacies of the positivistic school claim that positivism is an “application of the canons of the
natural sciences to the study of social reality” (Bryman, & Bell, 2007, p. 17), and is therefore a
method conducive to accomplishing research in social sciences. Due to different tools, like
phenomenalism or deductivism, theories can be developed and thus be applied to observations.
Consequently, it was decided to apply a deductive research approach (Bryman & Bell, 2007). As an
alternative opportunity, induction can be chosen as a research approach. This method has the aim to
generate results that add knowledge to the existing theory in the investigated area. On the other
hand, in a deductive study the “researcher, on the basis of what is known about a particular domain
and of theoretical considerations in relation to that domain, deduces a hypothesis (or hypotheses)
that must then be subjected to empirical scrutiny.” (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 11) This definition of a
research approach matched the intended concept for this thesis, so that the choice for a deductive
research became evidently.
Bryman and Bell (2007) divide the process of conducting a deductive study into six steps.
As a start, a frame of theory had to be built up, in order to derive hypotheses, which could,
accordingly, be tested by empirical data. For testing these hypotheses, data collection had to be
performed. Here, a choice for the appropriate research design out of different opportunities had to
be made (see more in-depth discussion in chapter 4). Out of the different options, a case study and a
survey were perceived as the most feasible. However, as a case study is mostly conducted in
combination with an inductive research approach, it was decided to perform a survey, through a
questionnaire. Moreover, a use of case studies, in order to perform deductive research, would have
had cost and time as considerable limiting factors, due to the fact that it needs higher efforts to
gather the required data. The subsequent step of the process of deduction was the analysis of
findings. The analyses revealed whether the hypotheses were confirmed or rejected. In the very last
step, revision of theory, the focus was moved from a deductive to an inductive view, i.e. if the results
could display new insights for the understanding of the researched field.
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3. THEORETICAL FRAME OF REFERENCES
The theoretical framework is divided in several sections, which starts with a discussion about the
performance of alliances, and its measurement. Thereafter, the focus will shift to the concept of
knowledge sharing and the factors that are underlying. Hypotheses will be derived from this section,
that link knowledge sharing and alliance performance. Although not common, after the design of the
hypotheses, other factors that influence alliance performance, and that will be used as control
variables in the empirical part of this thesis, will be briefly addressed. Conclusively, a research model
is presented in the last section of this chapter.

3.1.

Performance of Alliances

“The performance of alliances has received less attention than other areas because of some onerous
research obstacles, which include measuring alliance performance and the logistical challenges of
collecting the rich data necessary to assess these issues in greater detail” (Gulati, 1998, p. 306).
Hence, according to Gulati, this research area remains rather unknown and underexplored. So far,
researchers such as Kanter (1989; in Gulati, 1998) and Bleeke and Ernst (1991; in Gulati, 1998) have
mostly focused on the success factors (see chapter 3.5) and developed a magical formula for alliance
success (Gulati, 1998), including items like management flexibility of the alliance, trust-building, or
conflict management, rather than to analyse and develop the understanding of the alliance’s overall
performance. However, Das and Teng (2003) do not fully agree with this point of view. Indeed, there
is still a lack of understanding of the alliance performance phenomenon, but, unlike Gulati (1998),
they claim that this field has already strongly attracted researchers. Considering the time difference
between these two statements, this can be seen as an indicator for how current and ongoing (and
still underexplored) this research field is.
The purpose of this section is therefore, to describe and explain the research and theories already
existing in the field of alliance performance and the developed measurement tools.
3.1.1. What is Alliance Performance?
Researchers have been using different approaches to examine alliance performance. Arino (2003)
names goal accomplishment as the most applicable, as it stays rather broad. In order to achieve a
more definite view, it might be conducive to first allocate alliance performance in the field of
strategic alliances.
Das and Teng (2003) claim that, since economic considerations of a particular firm are the incentives
for each strategic action, including the cooperative ones, the alliance outcome should as well be
analysed from the constituent partner firms’ perspective. This matches the work of Hagedoorn and
Schakenraad (1994), who have investigated the impact of the alliance activity of a firm on its core
business. Their study shows that in most cases the alliance has benefitted the parent firm but, on the
other hand, the risk has to be considered that the firm loses its independence due to, for example,
shared technology with a partner. Another factor that has to be borne in mind is the potential
dissimilarity of goals of the alliance members (Das & Teng, 2003), i.e. different partners join alliances
for different reasons and purposes. Furthermore, the perception of goal achievement might differ
12
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among the partners; therefore, Harrigan (1988) includes mutual satisfaction of the partners in her
theory. More concretely, Hamel et al. (1989) state that one partner’s satisfaction does not
presuppose every partner’s satisfaction. Thus, an asymmetric distribution of success can be
observed.
3.1.2. Approaches to Capturing Alliance Performance
Emden et al. (2005) mention that, through the learning process in an alliance, the marketing
performance of each of the participating firms will be improved. This cannot be gauged through
financial means. In general, they claim that it is not possible to evaluate the alliance outcome for a
firm by pure financial measurements. Moreover they state that, as firms join an alliance for several
purposes, both short-and long-term focused, financial measurements are unable to capture the value
of the outcome for the firm (ibid.). This theory is in line with the study conducted by Parkhe (1993),
who concludes that it is better to apply non-financial measurements, such as the fulfilment of
strategic needs (see next section for more detailed elaborations). Additionally, Mjoen and Tallman
(1997), Geringer and Hebert (1991), and Arino (2003) support the use of subjective measurements at
the firm level, aiming at the degree of satisfaction of the firm in terms of the alliance outcome.
Therefore, the two main approaches and their different facets will be discussed below.
Financial Approach
The application of financial measures at the alliance level is not very common. Only when the alliance
has a high equity-sharing character (e.g. joint venture), financial measures are considered as being
useful. Geringer and Hebert (1991) note that, as the venture can be seen as a new entity, it is
possible to financially evaluate its performance by utilising, for example, profitability, growth or cost
position. Moreover, their study has shown that a high correlation between subjective and objective
assessments of performance exists. Similarly, Crossan and Inkpen (1995) detected that a low level of
organisational learning can be revealed by the poor financial performance of a joint venture.
Non-Financial Approach
Besides the literature concerning joint ventures, all the other sources that were analysed to design
this framework prefer non-financial measurement for assessing alliance performance. Mjoen and
Tallman’s (1997) study, which has already been referred to above, examined the performance of
alliances at both the firm and the alliance level, advocating the measurement of satisfaction. This is
in accordance with Gulati (1998), who gained the insight that it is very difficult, or even impossible, to
describe an alliance outcome financially since, in some cases, measurements simply just do not exist.
Another perspective is taken by Doz (1996), who investigated the learning process in the alliance,
and asserts that a continuous process of learning and readjustment is crucial for the successful
existence of an alliance. Therefore, the measurements proposed are also subjective, including,
among others, the capabilities of the partners to (re)adjust.
Moreover, a flourishing debate is occurring as to whether alliance performance can be assessed by
the time and conditions of its termination or not. Park and Russo (1996), advocates of the
transaction-cost theory (Hennart, 1988) as the only way to understand the creation of a strategic
alliance, claim that this theory can illustrate why an alliance fails. They state that often a honeymoon
period can be observed, so that possible impairing activities of one of the allying firms, such as
13
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opportunistic behaviour, are revealed later. These impairing activities may cause a negative
transaction-cost balance. This might lead to a negative assessment of the alliance performance and
perhaps ultimately to its termination. Furthermore, Geringer and Hebert (1991) point out that the
duration of an alliance can be used as a proxy for its performance, indicating that terminated
alliances tend to be less or even not successful at all. Gulati (1998) asserts that, the examination of
the duration of an alliance is the primary approach is to investigate its success. Several researchers
have focused on key factors “including industry and dyadic conditions such as concentration and
growth rates, country of origin of partners as developed or developing, the presence of concurrent
ties, partner asymmetry, age dependence or the duration of the alliance, the competitive overlap
between the partners, and characteristics of the venture itself such as autonomy and flexibility”
(Gulati, 1998, p. 307), in order to derive conclusions about untimely alliance termination.
Dussauge, Garrette and Mitchell (2000) agree with Gulati’s (1998) view of how alliance performance
is mostly evaluated among researchers, i.e. regarding their duration and stability, but complement a
more recent stream in research. They analyze different types of alliance termination, particularly
dissolution, survival and the acquisition of a joint venture by a partner. The study result of Dussauge
et al. (2000) points out that the performance of an alliance is strongly related to its collaborative
processes and partner interaction. As a supplement to these three alternatives of how an alliance will
proceed, their findings suggest a further dimension of alliance outcome, i.e. the alliance
reorganisation over time.
It is again Gulati (1998), who criticizes the narrow focus on the duration of an alliance as its
performance indicator for two reasons. Firstly, it has to be considered that not all the terminated
alliances have to be evaluated as a failure, as there is the possibility that they are predestined to
finish after e.g. achieving the defined goal. Also, not all ongoing alliances tend out to be successful in
e.g. a profitable sense (ibid.). Secondly, he claims that alliance performance is often seen as an
either-or phenomenon, which does not depict reality. To shed some light on this discussion, he
therefore suggests integrating the overall embeddedness of the participating firms in their particular
networks. The networks provide the alliance members with a greater degree of trust and confidence
in each other, and it can work as an obstacle for impairing (e.g. opportunistic) behaviour. According
to Gulati (1998), evidence exists that shows that network ties help alliances to perform better and
longer. On the contrary, the embeddeness in a network and a membership in several alliances can
cause problems regarding to overlapping interests and demands from different alliance partners.
As a conclusion of this section, we consult Arino’s (2003) definition of alliance performance, which is
the summary and essence of the different theories and statements mentioned above. He
distinguishes between three levels of performance: (1) the financial performance, which is
significantly appropriate when the alliance is justified by explicit financial goals; (2) the operational
performance, taking into consideration the key operational success factors (e.g. the duration of an
alliance), of which, again, financial results can be derived and (3) the organisational effectiveness,
which describes the achievement of initial strategic goals. These three levels interfere with, and are
based on, each other. As Arino (2003, p. 68) states: “organisational effectiveness is the most
comprehensive of these three. If profitability is a specific goal, then organisational effectiveness will
explicitly include financial performance. Also, if key operational success factors lead to achievement
14
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of organisational goals, then organisational effectiveness will implicitly encompass operational
performance.”
3.1.3. Measurement of Alliance Performance
As the previous section has shown, until now, researchers have come up with widespread definitions
and explanations of alliance performance. It is, therefore, logical that also in terms of how to
concretely measure alliance performance diverging approaches are existing.
Financial Measurements
Those researchers who advocate financial measurement of alliance outcomes suggest economic
tools, such as profitability and sales growth (Mohr & Spekman, 1994), revenues and costs (Contractor
& Lorange, 1988), or profitability, growth and cost position (Geringer & Hebert, 1991). In an earlier
study, Das and Teng (2001) propose three different types of performance measurement, dependent
on the degree of equity involved in the alliance. A high-equity alliance (e.g. joint venture) is perceived
as a single venture and thus is to be assessed with standard financial tools. If the amount of shared
equity is lower (minority equity alliances), they distinguish between investing and recipient partners.
The measurements of the investing firm are recommended to be of financial character (ROI or stock
prices), whereas the benefit for the recipient is assessed less financially, but still calculable (e.g.
market share). In terms of non-equity alliances, Das and Teng (2001) estimate measurements as
conducive, which do not primarily depict a monetary value (e.g. marketing channels or market
share). In general, researchers and practitioners have to be aware of the fact that firms have other
activities besides the alliance (Gulati, 1998). Therefore, the particular impact of the alliance, as
performance on the firm’s outcome (e.g. stock prices or market share) might remain ambiguous
(ibid.). Another, rather old attempt at measuring the influence of the alliance on the firm was made
by Koh and Venkatraman (1991). They have analysed the impact of an alliance announcement on the
stock market value of a firm.
Non-Financial Measurements
Koh and Venkatraman’s (1991) method has been further developed by Kale et al. (2002),
complemented with a non-financial measurement; their event study methodology is based on the
assumption that markets work efficiently, e.g. show a measurable reaction to changes. To the
original concept of Koh and Venkatraman (1991; as well Anand & Khanna, 2000), of analyzing the
initial stock market gains following announcements of alliances, they added, in order to include a
long-term perspective, individual assessments by questioning alliance managers. The study
undertaken on the basis of these considerations supports a reasonably high correlation between the
stock market reaction and the long-term performance of the alliance. This is explained by the
markets’ trust in the seriousness of the collaborating partners when joining an alliance (Kale et al.
2002).
Another attempt, which is estimated by the authors as hardly feasible was made by Gulati (1998),
who suggests investigating the firm’s effort invested in the alliance as a measurement. A very much
more practical measurement is the result of the study by Hagedoorn and Schakenraad (1994), who
link the alliance’s performance of technological alliances to its patenting outcome.
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Of those, who put forward the examination of the performance of an alliance by its duration and
stability, Geringer and Hebert (1991) found evidence in their study that a survival-based measure has
a strong correlation with subjective performance. The study showed that alliances which were
perceived as successful lasted longer than those perceived as unsuccessful. A subsequent researcher,
who used termination as a measurement in his survey, is Kogut (1989). However, termination in this
case signifies dissolution, “as it reflects more distinctly either a business failure or irresolvable
conflict among the partners” (Kogut, 1989, p. 187), so he excluded the other opportunities for
termination, i.e. acquisition by one partner and planned (contractual) termination. Interestingly, he
admits that termination cannot be put on the same level of measurement with failure or poor
financial performance (ibid.). Furthermore, Arino (2003) uses longevity, contract stability or survival
of the strategic alliance, as measurements for describing his second dimension, the operational
performance (see previous section).
The supplement of Gulati (1998), to include the network perspective to the assessment of alliance
performance (see previous section), gives rise to the need to identify a complementary measure.
Hence, he recommends, as so far only the cumulative number of prior alliances and not the overall
network embeddedness has been considered in terms of survival, investigating whether certain
networks are more beneficial to the firm’s and alliance’s performance than others. The proposed
way of measuring would thus be to isolate and assess the primary network to which the firm belongs
(ibid.).
Probably the most often cited researcher in the field of performance measurement is Parkhe (1993).
He defines two factors of performance measures: The fulfilment of strategic needs and the indirect
performance indicators. The first factor explains the satisfaction of initial strategic goals and needs,
which is normally the purpose of joining or creating an alliance. If this need is satisfied, the
performance is (subjectively) perceived as successful. The second factor captures “other critical
dimensions of alliance performance, including net spillover effects for the parent firms, relative
profitability, and overall performance assessment” (Parkhe, 1993, p. 812). So this factor describes in
more detail the outcome, including less subjective measures as profitability.
Arino (2003) agrees with the theory proposed by Parkhe (1993), mentioning that the measurement
of the satisfaction with the overall performance is a very popular approach among researchers. From
a content validity perspective, Arino (2003) claims that this measure, which he calls organisational
effectiveness (see previous chapter), is the only one applicable. The other two factors of his model,
financial and operational performance, lack of content validity. The former is not always relevant in
strategic alliances, whereas the latter can only inconsistently be correlated to alliance performance.
Operational performance measures are, in practice, normally those which examine the stability of an
alliance. As already mentioned in this and the previous section, measuring performance by its
stability and longevity is questionable, due to the fact that questions of ownership, contractual
changes or by what intentions an alliance is terminated, cannot inevitably be correlated to the
operational performance and, hence, the outcome of the alliance. Since Arino (2003) does not find
content validity for these two factors, he claims that the organisational effectiveness measures
should be applied. He tested the content validity by using Parkhe’s (1993) two factors. The fulfilment
of strategic goals captures the initial intentions of the firm to enter the alliance and can, therefore,
easily and consistently be assessed by respondents. Out of Parkhe’s (1993) indirect performance
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indicators Arino (2003) extracts the net spillover effect, which is defined as the difference between
positive (e.g. know-how application) and negative (e.g. rivalry among the alliance and other
operations of the parent firm) spillover effects. Since spillover effects belong, by definition, to the
firm’s private goals, the content validity is warranted (ibid.). The survey undertaken by Arino (2003)
has shown that a new component might be added to the measurement construct: a process-oriented
perspective. Whereas the strategic goal fulfilment refers to the initial goals of the alliance partner
when entering the alliance, the indirect performance indicators can be subject to time factors, i.e.
subjective measures change or emerge. Thus, Arino (2003) advises shifting the focus from a static to
a more dynamic (process) view. This would capture, for example, the overall satisfaction measure
(partner’s expectations about the overall outcome and the partner are proven over time), but now
also the longevity and stability perspective can be analysed, since these factors are influenced by the
process performance (e.g. partners’ satisfaction with the alliance; estimation of future performance).
As a conclusion to this chapter, we cite Arino’s (2003, p. 76) final suggestion, summarizing his
insights: “SA *strategic alliance+ performance refers to the degree of accomplishment of the partners’
goals, be these common or private, initial or emergent (outcome performance), and the extent to
which their pattern of interactions is acceptable to the partners (process performance).”
Considering the above enrolled discussion of performance measurements, combined with the focus
of this thesis on strategic alliances in general, have led to the decision to use the overall
satisfaction/organisational effectiveness measurements proposed by Parkhe (1993) and Arino (2003),
which, according to Das and Teng (2001) are the only ones complying with each type of strategic
alliance. Moreover, Arino’s (2003) results, focussing on and verifying their validity, have supported
the choice. The various approaches to measure alliance performance in research on strategic
alliances are presented in table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1 An overview of approaches to measure alliance performance

Type of performance
(Arino, 2003)
Financial performance

Locus (based on Das &
Teng, 2001)
Firm
High-equity alliance

Measurement

Operation performance

Firm
Minority-equity
alliance
High-equity alliance

Investing partner: financial character (e.g. ROI or stock prices)
(Das & Teng, 2001)
Recipient partner: less financial, but calculable (market share)
(Das & Teng, 2001)
Extent of firm’s alliance activity (Gulati, 1998)
Patenting outcome of technology alliances (Hagedoorn and
Schakenraad, 1994)
Survival (Geringer & Hebert, 1991)
Termination (Kogut, 1989)
longevity, contract stability and survival (Arino, 2003)
Isolate and assess the primary network the firm belongs to
(Gulati, 1998)
Relative profitability (Parkhe, 1993; stimation by Arino
(2003))

Organisational
effectiveness

Firm
Non-equity alliance
Minority-equity
alliance
High-equity alliance

Not primarily calculable, more strategic measurements (e.g.
marketing channels, market share (Das & Teng, 2001)
Fulfilment of strategic needs (Parkhe, 1993)
Net spillover effects for the parent firms, and overall
performance assessment (Parkhe, 1993; estimation by Arino,
2003)

3.2.

Profitability and sales growth (Mohr & Spekman, 1994)
Revenues and costs (Contractor & Lorange, 1988)
Profitability, growth and cost position (Geringer & Hebert,
1991)
Standard financial tools (Das & Teng, 2001)
Impact of an alliance announcement on the stock market
value (Koh and Venkatraman, 1991; Kale et al., 2002)

The Knowledge Sharing Phenomenon

It has been claimed that there remains confusion about the definition of the different concepts that
are underlying in knowledge management processes, e.g. knowledge acquisition, knowledge
transfer, knowledge sharing and learning (Grant & Baden-Fuller, 2004). Also, Mowery et al. (1996)
claim that better definitions are subject for further study. This chapter will give a description of the
concepts, and how they relate to each other, as it is supposed to be interpreted in this dissertation.
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Inkpen (1998) claims that “by definition, alliances involve a sharing of resources.” This sharing of
resources can have various implications for the allying firms. When one firm chooses to share its
knowledge, the partner can, under the right circumstances, acquire this knowledge from the focal
firm (Inkpen, 2000) or access the knowledge (Grant & Baden-Fuller, 2004) (The difference between
these approaches will be addressed later). In other words, knowledge flows from one firm to the
partnering firm: this can be considered as knowledge transfer. Thus, knowledge transfer is
dependent on two dimensions; the firm’s ability to contribute knowledge to the alliance and the
firm’s ability to acquire the knowledge from the alliance.
Inkpen (1998, 2000) has developed a model in which knowledge transfer occurs. This model is based
on the underlying perspective in which knowledge-based resources are the key to competitive
advantage. In this model, Inkpen puts forward under which circumstances the knowledge is (1)
accessible, i.e. the ability and motivation to contribute knowledge to an alliance, and (2) under which
circumstances a partner is able to acquire the knowledge from the alliance. He classifies these two
variables as the accessibility of alliance knowledge and the partner knowledge acquisition
effectiveness. Other scholars have identified similar factors, but have named it differently, e.g.
cooperativeness and assertiveness behaviour (Thomas, 1979; in Larsson et al., 1998); transparency
and receptivity (Larsson et al., 1998); or reciprocal behaviour (Khamseh & Jolly, 2008) and absorptive
capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Conclusively it seems that one variable influences how much or
how easy knowledge is contributed to an alliance and the other one indicates how capable a firm is
in actually obtaining knowledge from an alliance.
This brings us to the aspect of knowledge sharing. It has to be said, that the phenomenon of
knowledge sharing, as a concept as itself, has not been addressed in the scientific world extensively.
This paper therefore follows the suggestion of Khamseh and Jolly (2008) that knowledge sharing can
be seen as the transparency aspect of knowledge transfer, i.e. the contributed knowledge from a
firm to the alliance.
It also has to be recognised that scholars have failed so far to measure knowledge transfer or
knowledge sharing directly. Instead, relations were put forward between factors that actually
influence the occurrence of knowledge transfer. These factors, or proxies, will be discussed in
chapter 3.4.
A last concept that will be addressed, before that part will be discussed, is the phenomenon of
learning in alliances. This can be seen as a later stage in the alliance process, after knowledge sharing
has taken place and when new knowledge is absorbed and applied (Soekijad & Andriessen, 2003).
The next section will consider this aspect in more detail.

3.3.

Learning in Alliances

Whatever a goal of an alliance may be, all of the alliance partners are expected to contribute
something to the alliance, e.g. experience, skills, capacity, resources, etc. Inkpen (2005) says that
when a company chooses to collaborate with another company, it is a signal that their contributed
knowledge may be of value for the focal firm. When knowledge is shared with a partner firm,
however, it risks exposing key skills to the partner firm, and what can lead to an excessive
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appropriation of knowledge by the partner firm (Norman, 2002). This can lead to a number of
undesired side effects. First, the partner firm can use this imitated knowledge to strengthen its nonalliance activities and thus improve its competitive advantage. This will have disadvantages for the
focal firm when its alliance partner is active in the same industry (Inkpen, 2000; Hamel, 1991).
Second, the focal firm may lose its attractiveness as an alliance partner, or lose bargaining power
because, when the partner has already gained most of the knowledge that the firm can offer to the
alliance, the focal firm has no significant role anymore within the alliance (Hamel, 1991). This
illustrates the learning race that is occurring between alliance partners, which means that alliance
partners do not want to lose more knowledge than they acquire. Consequently, when a firm enters
an alliance, it should contribute some of its knowledge to ensure the success of the alliance, while
being protective at the same time so as to avoid an excessive flow of knowledge to the partner firm.
This is what Norman (2002) calls the boundary paradox.
Larsson et al. (1998) mention the interorganisational learning dilemma. Learning is highly related to
the sharing of knowledge. Learning opportunities occur when alliance partners can access each
other’s knowledge base (Crossan & Inkpen, 1995). Larsson et al. (1998) add that learning not only
occurs when learning is the goal of the alliance itself, but is actually required when partners want to
achieve other desired effects of the alliance. Hamel et al. (1989) claim that when an alliance has been
formed, the organisational boundaries become more permeable and specific organisational skills and
knowledge become accessible for the alliance partner. This is what they consider as learning in
alliances. “In a successful learning experience, the end result is a firm with a stronger knowledge
base and an enhanced competitive advantage” (Crossan and Inkpen, 1994, p. 264). Conclusively,
Huber (1991) argues “that learning occurs when knowledge is processed and the range of potential
behaviour increases.” (Inkpen, 2000, p. 1022)
There are two kinds of learning that can be distinguished. On one hand learning occurs when two
firms combine their knowledge to create value through the alliance, something that Larsson et al.
(1998) call the integrative dimension. On the other hand, a firm can learn individually, when it
appropriates knowledge of the partner and exploits it for non-alliance purposes, what Larsson et al.
(1998) call the distributive dimension (Hamel, 1989, 1991; Larsson et al., 1998; Inkpen, 2000;
Norman, 2002.)
Returning to Larsson et al.’s (1998) interorganisational learning dilemma; this dilemma hinges the
idea that (1) when a firm wants to be a good alliance partner, it should share knowledge, risking
exploitation by the partner firm who wants to capitalize on individual learning and that (2)
opportunistic learning intentions may harm the collective knowledge development, i.e. created
value, in the alliance.
Although given the role and importance of learning through alliances, it has been proven that
learning is not accomplished easily and within a short period. In their study of alliances, Crossan and
Inkpen (1995, p. 69) found that learning in alliances was “either not occurring or not occurring as
easily and successfully as intended.” According to the authors, learning can occur when “differences
or gaps between beliefs and experiences are detected” and “the resolution of these differences” take
place. In practice, they discovered significant barriers for learning at both the individual and at the
group level. In many cases, learning opportunities were not recognised by staff and, even if they
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were, the organisation did not have the instruments to implement it in their own organisation or
they were simply not prepared to do it (Crossan & Inkpen, 1995). In the next section, several factors
that influence learning and knowledge sharing will be developed.

3.4.

Factors Influencing Knowledge Sharing

Whether the goal of an alliance is individual learning or an instrument for value creation that benefits
all parties, learning is essential and to learn one firm must access the partner’s knowledge base
(Inkpen, 2000). Over the last decades, several scholars have tried to identify the factors that
influence the knowledge transfer between firms in a strategic alliance.
A more or less explicit assumption in previous theory and research is that there is a positive
relationship between knowledge sharing and the performance of alliances (e.g., Crossan and Inkpen,
1995; Hutt et al., 2000; and Norman, 2002). For example, Hutt et al. (2000) performed an intensive
case study of an alliance between two competing firms. They concluded that in order to achieve a
successful alliance, partners should share their knowledge to increase the jointly created value.
Following this tradition, the overall theoretical assumption, on which the hypotheses will be based, is
that more knowledge sharing between partnering firms will lead to better performance of the
alliance. This assumption will then be subject to empirical testing.
When moving to the factors that are underlying to knowledge sharing, it has to be acknowledged
that one cannot decide to share its knowledge by simply opening up to the alliance partner. This is
also influenced by other factors, such as the nature of the knowledge (Larsson et al., 1998).
Analyses among a great number of studies that focus on knowledge sharing have identified a number
of factors that influence knowledge sharing. For example, Inkpen (2000) identifies some sub variables
that influence accessibility and acquisition effectiveness which were discussed in section 3.2.
Competitive overlap, trust, relationship openness and knowledge tacitness are the main factors that
influence accessibility. These factors are also acknowledged by Khamseh and Jolly (2008) in their
cohesive study of determent factors that influence knowledge transfer in alliances. In addition,
acquisition effectiveness is influenced by knowledge connections and knowledge relatedness.
Because this thesis focuses on the knowledge shared with an alliance, only the factors that influence
accessibility will be identified and explained below. Also, Khamsheh and Jolly (2008) have been able
to categorize the influencing factors of knowledge transfer into four categories: (1) the reciprocal
behaviour of a partner; (2) the nature and characteristics of knowledge; (3) the goal of the alliance
and (4) the absorptive capacity of a partner. Accordingly, the factors that were identified in this study
have been categorised in similar dimensions for this thesis, putting less emphasis on the fourth
category, absorptive capacity, since this study focuses on knowledge sharing, and not on knowledge
acquisition.
The proxies of knowledge sharing that were derived from various literature were defined as the trust
between the partners, the competitive overlap, how protective a firm is, the perceived learning intent
of the partner, the tacitness and coreness of the knowledge contributed, and the nature, or goal of
the alliance.
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The factors have been included in the conceptual model below. The factors will be discussed
separately below.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

ALLIANCE PERFORMANCE
Organisational effectiveness

Reciprocal behavior:
- Interpartner trust
- Competitive overlap
- Protectiveness
- Partner’s learning intent
Characteristics of knowledge:
- Tacitness
- Coreness
Goal of the alliance:
- Goal of the alliance

Model 3.1 Conceptual model of factors of knowledge sharing influencing alliance performance

3.4.1. Reciprocal Behaviour
Interpartner Trust
Trust has a major impact on the level of openness of a firm, i.e. the amount of shared knowledge to
an alliance. Research indicates that when there is a high level of trust between alliance partners,
more knowledge will be shared since there is no (or less) fear that the shared knowledge will be used
‘against’ the focal firm that may harm their competitiveness (Inkpen, 2000; Kale et al., 2000;
Norman, 2002). For the same reason, a firm will use less mechanisms of protection, such as formal
contracts, detailed agreements and partner monitoring (Norman, 2002, 2004), although some level
of protection is desired at all times (Norman, 2001). Conversely, a low level of trust will lead to less
sharing of knowledge, or knowledge that is less accurate, because alliance partners perceive this as a
high risk, which simultaneously triggers higher protection.
Kale et. al (2000) have conducted research among 212 US based companies that were involved in a
strategic alliance. Their study concerned the influence of relational capital (i.e. trust, respect,
interaction between alliance partners) on protectiveness of knowledge. The results showed that the
existence of relational capital reduces the motivation of the alliance partner to actively acquire and
appropriate the focal firm’s knowledge (Kale et. al, 2000). Norman’s (2002) study among strategic
alliances supports this. She has done research in the relation between the protectiveness of
knowledge and the relational characteristics, i.e. trust and prior alliances between the partners.
While the latter did not show any significant results, it turned out that a higher level of trust results
in a more open behaviour towards the alliance partner, where knowledge flows and communication
channels open up. Indeed, Norman (2004) argues that more trusted partners are actually increasingly
willing to share information. Moreover, she also emphasizes the reciprocal relation between these
two factors, meaning that trust does not only increase knowledge sharing, but that knowledge
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sharing strengthens the trust between the partners. This view is also supported by Hutt et al. (2000)
who derived this assumption from their case study among two alliance partners.
The overall reasoning suggests that a higher level of interpartner trust between the firm and the
partner will lead to better alliance performance. Thus, the following hypothesis was proposed:
Hypothesis 1: higher interpartner trust between the firm and the partner will lead to better alliance
performance.
Competitive Overlap
It has been claimed that knowledge spills are inevitable in strategic alliances. One can only take
maximum effort to minimize the spillover. This is especially desirable when the partner firms are
competitors of each other, because one does not want to contribute knowledge that can enhance
the competitive advantage of one’s competitor (Inkpen, 2000). However, this is only one side of the
coin; on the other side, there appears an opportunity that can be seized. Although a firm risks losing
knowledge to its alliance partner, the same partner will have knowledge leaks as well and the first
firm can take advantage of this and exploit this spillover. The trick here is to gain more knowledge
from the partner than divulging your knowledge to your partner (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Overall,
Inkpen (2000) suggests that a significant competitive overlap between partnering organisations has a
negative relation to the knowledge that is transferred between them. Simonin (2004) studied the
impact of partner’s protectiveness on knowledge transfer. He used the competitive overlap between
the partnering firms as a moderating factor between these variables. Simonin concluded that there
was a direct relation between protectiveness and knowledge transfer in the case of competing allying
firms, unlike in the situation when two non-competitors collaborated. To conclude, it seems fair to
argue that a lower level of competitive overlap between partnering firms will lead to better alliance
performance. In this vein the following hypothesis was put forward:
Hypothesis 2: lower competitive overlap between partnering firms will lead to better alliance
performance
Protectiveness
An obvious way by which firms can manage their protectiveness is through formal agreements, such
as contracts, policies, governance (Hamel, 1991; Inkpen & Beamish, 1997; Liebeskind, 1996).
However, in practice this seems to be more complicated. Although a “collaborative membrane,
through which flow skills and capabilities between the partners” (Hamel, 1991, p. 100) can be
created through these agreements, the question arises as to how stable this membrane is. It is likely
that knowledge exchanges a few levels below where these agreements were made. In other words,
employees of different firms, who interact on a daily basis, perform “micro-bargains” (Hamel, 1991).
This implies the exchange of small parts of knowledge on a transactional basis. Liebeskind (1996)
emphasizes another aspect which makes protection of knowledge in a legal way rather difficult. She
argues that knowledge is hard to protect through copyrights, patents, etc, since these are very
specifically registered, and last for only a limited amount of time. Besides, these are also publicly
accessible, which means that competitors will become encouraged to acquire this knowledge.
Simonin (1999) mentions other active measures to increase the protectiveness. He comes up with
mechanisms as “technological gatekeepers, specialised organisational structures such as transfer
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groups, or the pricing of access to proprietary information” (Simonin, 1999, p. 601). Hamel (1991)
warns about active protection, because this challenges the faith the partner has in the company,
what, in its turn, may again lead to less openness from the partner.
Finally, Hamel (1991) gives a good example of a firm that acted protectively in his research. This firm
made sure that the JV office was located outside the building where the firm (plant) was located.
Therefore, the employees of the JV could be prevented from entering the plant and “spy” on the
processes inside the plant. Furthermore, the manager of the JV had to be hired from outside either
of the companies.
Simonin has included the protectiveness of firms on (1) the ambiguity of knowledge and on (2)
knowledge transfer, both in 1999’s and 2004’s study. In 1999 he investigated the relation between
the partner’s protectiveness and the ambiguity of knowledge, i.e. the “ease or lack of transferability”
(Simonin, 1999, p. 597). In the 1999 study, the significance between these variables was rather low.
According to Simonin, this is because partner’s protectiveness can be hard to detect by the firm, as
some protective actions are transparent. In his next study, Simonin (2004) actually does demonstrate
the relation between partner protectiveness and knowledge transfer. These results implied that
more protectiveness leads to lower knowledge transfer and relates directly to the hypothesis that
was developed:
Hypothesis 3: a firm’s lower degree of protectiveness will lead to better alliance performance
Partner’s Learning Intent
In order for an organization to learn from the alliance partner, it has to have a strong intention to
learn. It even suggested that it has to have explicit objectives in order to effectively acquire
knowledge. (Hamel, 1991; Inkpen, 1998, 2000). Turning this proposition around, it can also influence
the amount of knowledge shared by the partner. It has been claimed that when an alliance partner
shows great intention to learn, the focal firm will share less. Even more, when the focal firm has the
perception of high partner’s learning intent, it may already behave in a more protective way what has
less knowledge sharing as a result (Norman, 2002). Results of the study of Norman (2002) even
showed that this perception of a partner’s learning intention had the biggest impact on
protectiveness, more that other variables such as trust and tacitness. According to her, this can be
related to the relative bargaining position (Hamel, 1991; Inkpen & Beamish, 1997), as was discussed
in an earlier chapter, which may be harmed when this learning race is lost. In addition, Larsson et al.
(1998) state that opportunistic behaviour can harm the knowledge development and the value that
can be created. Bearing this in mind, it can be argued that, when the partner’s learning intent is
perceived as low, more knowledge will be shared, which is beneficial for the alliance.
Hypothesis 4: lower partner’s learning intent will lead to better alliance performance
3.4.2. Characteristics of Knowledge
Tacitness
The tacitness of knowledge deals with the issue of how far knowledge is explicit (Simonin, 2004).
Knowledge that is easy to grasp by a partner is considered to be explicit or tangible knowledge, as
Liebeskind (1996) describes it. She claims that knowledge that is clearly defined by ownership, such
as machinery or products, is tangible. Other scholars describe explicit knowledge as knowledge that
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is easy to transfer and is often captured in documents, databases, manuals, etc (e.g. Khamseh & Jolly,
2008). Conversely, tacit knowledge is much harder to appropriate by a partner firm (Larsson et al.,
1998). Tacit knowledge is often embedded in competences, processes, or human capital of a firm, or
experience (e.g. Khamseh & Jolly, 2008). This kind of knowledge is rooted inside the organization and
cannot be transferred easily (Simonin, 1999).
Hamel, et al. (1989) did not mention the phenomenon of tacitness, however they describe something
similar. According to them, transfer of knowledge will be simplified when the knowledge is easy to
transport, easy to interpret and easy to absorb. This kind of knowledge could now be considered as
explicit knowledge. Moreover, they claim that contributed technology is easier to appropriate by a
partner than a contributed competence, which is embedded in a firm and harder to identify.
Norman (2002) proves with her research that, although tacit knowledge is harder to appropriate, this
kind of knowledge is more protected by firms than explicit knowledge. A reason of this, she argues,
may be that tacit knowledge may be more related to the core competences of the firm and when this
knowledge is appropriated, it may harm the firm’s competitive position.
Related to the tacitness of knowledge is the complexity of knowledge. Where tacit knowledge is
particularly hard to identify, complex knowledge is hard to transfer and needs specific instruments in
order to transfer successfully (Khamseh & Jolly, 2008; Simonin, 1999). Inkpen (2000) hardly
distinguishes the complexity of knowledge with the tacitness of knowledge in his framework. He
claims that “knowledge that is complex and difficult to transfer will likely include a sizable tacit
component” (Inkpen, 2000, p. 1028).
Consequestly, it can be claimed that a high degree of contributed tacit knowledge means that less
knowledge will be shared, which is harmful for the performance of the alliance. Accordingly, the
following hypothesis was proposed:
Hypothesis 5: contributed knowledge that is explicit rather than tacit will lead to better alliance
performance
Coreness
Core knowledge is regarded as a basis that contributes to a firm’s competitive advantage (Prahalad &
Hamel, 1990). It has been said that two (or more) partner firms are likely to contribute their core
knowledge to an alliance, especially when the alliance has been formed for joint R&D purposes (Park,
1996). Also, the potential benefits may be of greater extent when partners bring in their core
knowledge. (Norman, 2002). On the other hand, loss of core knowledge may, obviously, harm the
firm’s competitive position and, therefore, companies may be extremely careful in bringing in their
core knowledge (ibid.). In her research, Norman (2002) proves the proposition that, when the
contributed knowledge is highly related to the core knowledge of a company (in this dissertation also
referred to as coreness), the protective behaviour of the company increases. Ultimately, this is
believed to lead to less knowledge sharing. Considering this, it can be concluded that contributed
knowledge that is less related to the firm’s core knowledge will lead to better alliance performance.
Hypothesis 6: contributed knowledge that is less related to the firm’s core knowledge will lead to
better alliance performance
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3.4.3. Goal of the Alliance
Now, when reviewing the knowledge sharing between alliance partners, we have to bear in mind the
nature of, or goal of, the alliance activities. Since research in the field of strategic alliances became
more popular, scholars have distinguished two approaches in this respect to knowledge transfer /
interorganisationallearning. March (1991) defined the two approaches as exploration and
exploitation of knowledge. Other scholars name it value creation versus value appropriation (Hamel,
1991) or generation versus application (Demsetz, 1991; Spender, 1992 in Grant & Baden-Fuller,
2004)
Exploration refers here to when partner firms combine their knowledge to invest in new knowledge
to create value. It is focused on “innovation and knowledge creation” (Khamseh & Jolly, 2008, p. 45).
Exploitation refers to when partners combine their existing knowledge to create value. While the
results of exploration are often uncertain and can take a long time, the outcome of exploitation is
often known from the start and is proximate (March, 1991). The intention of alliance partners in
these approaches has an influence on knowledge sharing. Exploration requires a greater flow of
knowledge between the partners in order to achieve their goal of knowledge creation. This implies
that a more open behaviour is necessary. Similarly, when exploitation is the goal of an alliance
partner, protection will have the upper hand, since it will not be necessary to be very transparent
towards the partner to achieve the goal of the alliance (Khamseh & Jolly, 2008).
Based on the distinction between exploration and exploitation, Grant and Baden-Fuller (2004)
distinguish between accessing and acquiring knowledge. Acquiring implies here the broad
appropriation of knowledge between partners to broaden their knowledge base. Although they claim
that many scholars have focused on acquisition in the past, they emphasize the importance of
accessing knowledge between partners. This implies the knowledge transfer on specific areas that
has directly to do with the goal of the alliance. They argue that accessing is more beneficial for the
alliance itself and make a few arguments for this. For example, knowledge bases will not converge
between the partners over time, which suggests that the relevance between partners will not
diminish. This enhances the stability and longevity of the alliance (Grant & Baden-Fuller, 2004).
In conclusion, it appears that the goal of the alliance has an influence on the amount of knowledge
that is shared between alliance partners. Based on the viewpoint of March, it can be said that
alliances with a explorative character will perform better. Therefore, the next hypothesis was
formulated:
Hypothesis 7: alliances that have an explorative, rather than exploitative, character will have a better
alliance performance.

3.5.

Success of Alliances

Besides knowledge sharing, several other success factors for alliance outcome exist. They have to be
taken into consideration when analyzing the correlation between knowledge sharing and alliance
performance, because they might as well have an impact on the performance and thus mitigate, or
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amplify, the relationship between knowledge sharing and alliance performance. They are
consequently used as control variables in the empirical data collection part.
The following sections describe four success factors that were identified by investigating previous
research, and were considered as being important with regards to this dissertation. The factors that
are taken into account in this dissertation are alliance experience; learning capability and knowledge
acquisition; alliance structure; and firm size.
3.5.1. Alliance Experience
The topic of this section deals with experience as a success factor for alliances, gained by firms due to
previous alliances (Emden et al., 2005). Whereas the previous section has an emphasis on the
transfer of knowledge between the alliance members, the focus is now laid on the benefits of
experience as a knowledge, to take advantage of it and hence to achieve better alliance
performance.
Anand and Khanna (2000) state that alliance experience is perhaps the most important factor in
reaching a successful alliance outcome. They have found out that firms which can rely on prior
alliance experience are assessed by the stock market as being more likely to form a successful
alliance than firms with less alliance experience. This was shown by the reaction of the stock market
on alliance announcements (ibid.) Dyer and Singh (1998) introduce, in this context, the term
relational capability. This term describes the characteristic of a firm to possess the knowledge and
skills to organize alliances successfully, which is obtained through learning effects related to previous
alliance experiences. This insight is supported by Simonin (1997; in Kale, Dyer & Singh, 2002), whose
conclusion is that the capability to effectively manage an alliance, e.g. in terms of selection of
partners or dealing with conflicts, is related to its alliance experience. From a marketing point of
view, Emden et al.’s (2005) results confirm the overall tenor that alliance experience will positively
influence alliance performance. The study undertaken by Kale et al. (2002) extends the scope of the
basic relationship between alliance experience and its impact on future alliances’ outcomes. They
have found out, based on subjective assessments of alliance managers that, particularly in the long
run, the already existing knowledge about alliance management can be evaluated as an indicator of a
higher probability of a successful alliance performance. In general, they state that a special structure
for managing alliances (e.g. a task force) has a stronger influence on the alliance performance;
otherwise, if the experience is not handled and saved, its importance diminishes (ibid.).
3.5.2. Learning and Knowledge Acquisition
In section 3.3 the topic of learning in alliances has already been discussed. However, in this section
the step is made from the description of learning in alliances to an explanation of how it occurs and
especially what influence it has on alliance performance.
Gnyawali and Grant (1997, p. 94) state that “different types of learning help resolve major problems
faced by the firm at each stage of the venture and contribute uniquely to enhancing venture
outcomes.” Their study has shown that ventures that have followed specific learning steps are more
likely to take advantage of the learning opportunities within the organization and to achieve better
alliance performance. Kumar and Nti (1998) support this position of considering learning as a
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success factor. They found out that an absorptive capacity of the focal firm enhances the capability
to utilize the chances inherent in the alliance.
Moreover, Inkpen and Beamish (1997) see learning and knowledge acquisition as a success factor.
However, they interpret the role of it differently. They claim that, due to knowledge transfers within
the alliance, the relation of bargaining power between the alliance members changes, which can
result in instability of the alliance (see also Hamel, 1991). Beside this, the purpose of creating the
alliance might be fulfilled for the knowledge acquiring side, so that the need for continuing the
alliance is not sustained anymore and the alliance is terminated (Inkpen & Beamish, 1997). This
matches the result of an earlier work by Inkpen (Crossan & Inkpen, 1995), which also analyzes the
influence of knowledge transfer between the alliance partners on the alliance performance. Although
a linkage between learning and gaining a sustainable competitive advantage is evident, the
researchers hold the view that they cannot be seen as synonymous. Thus the learning process has
the function of achieving the pursued outcome, i.e. is a success factor, which has to be handled with
care, in order to manage both the acquiring and the retaining of knowledge (ibid.).
3.5.3. Alliance Structure
Furthermore, the alliance character, i.e. its structure, goal and management, has to be strongly taken
into account when finding reasons for successful alliances. This section will give a brief overview of
previous research done in this field.
Khanna (1998, p. 340) states that, “while under-emphasised by academics, determining alliance
scope ranks among the most important tasks undertaken by practitioners of alliances.” This
quotation explains and justifies the importance and need for analysing the particular alliance
structure, as it is one aspect of the alliance scope.
In this thesis, strategic alliances were investigated in general. However, it has to be borne in mind
that there are several variants of strategic alliances existing (see definitions). The major
distinguishing characteristic of strategic alliances is the factor of whether the partner contributes
equity (sometimes divided into high-and low-equity) to the alliance or not. Oxley (1997) uses the
term contracting alliance for non-equity alliances, proving that these kinds of alliances tend to be
chosen when the appropriability hazards are perceived as being rather low, whereas, otherwise, a
more hierarchical structure is preferred (ibid.). Due to the more official, venture-like character of an
equity-alliance, the venturing firms contribute more knowledge and skills in such an alliance, so that
the chance of exploiting the tacit knowledge of the partner is higher (Kogut, 1988). Moreover,
Mowery et al. (1996) argue that equity-based alliances are more suitable for obtaining the partners’
critical know-how and capabilities.
3.5.4. Firm Size
Several researchers have emphasised, that firm size is also a relevant factor in strategic alliances.
Hagedoorn and Schakenraad (1994) point out that firm size is positively related to alliance activity.
Moreover, Kale et al. (2002) state that a larger firm has more opportunities and resources to ally, for
example, through economies of scope. Kale et al. (2002) complement this view by the proposition,
that larger firms are also more likely to have already gained alliance experience, through their
advanced allying capabilities.
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3.6.

Summary

The scientific world is split up into two positions regarding the level of analysis of alliance
performance: the alliance and the particular firm. Following Das and Teng’s (2003) suggestion that
the economic considerations of a particular firm are the incentives for each strategic action, this
thesis focuses on the firm level when analyzing and measuring performance.
When it comes to the more practical, i.e. measuring aspect of alliance performance, again several
options have been found in the academic world. For this thesis, the suggestion organisational
effectiveness (Arino, 2003) was adopted, i.e. the measurement of achievement of initial strategic
goals and overall satisfaction. The advantage of measuring it according to this dimension was that it
was, unlike others, applicable to all forms of strategic alliances.
Previous scholars have suggested that knowledge sharing, or the degree of transparency, has a
positive impact on alliance performance. The hypotheses that are formulated in this dissertation are
partly based on this assumption. An extensive review on the literature concerning knowledge sharing
has also shown that knowledge sharing is a latent variable that is hard to capture as one concept. In
fact, it appears that there are several dimensions underlying the phenomenon of knowledge sharing.
These dimensions, or proxies, which are visualised in the model below, all relate to knowledge
sharing and thus have an influence on alliance performance.
However, when assessing the performance of alliances, it has to be borne in mind that other factors,
besides knowledge sharing, can influence the performance. To increase the reliability of this study,
these factors, were taken into account as the control variables. The model below gives a clear image
of what the model that was used in this study looks like.

Interpartner Trust

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Competitive Overlap
Protectiveness
Partner’s Intent
Tacitness

H₁
H₂

H₃

ALLIANCE

H₄

PERFORMANCE

H₅
H₆

Coreness
Goal of the Alliance

H₇

Control variables:
- Alliance Experience
- Learning
- Alliance Structure
- Firm Size

Model 3.2 Research model
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4. EMPIRICAL METHOD
This chapter deals with the accomplishment of the study. As a first step, a research approach was
defined, i.e. the strategy and design. Consequently, the data collection methods, i.e. the sample, the
questionnaire and the survey, are discussed. Finally, in the operationalisation will be explained how
the different concepts of the research model were measured.

4.1.

Research Strategy

When deciding upon a particular research design, firstly it has to be considered which kind of
research strategy is preferred.
As already mentioned in chapter 2, the path of this thesis is to derive hypotheses from the
theoretical framework, which are tested afterwards by empirical data. This approach is named
deductive, i.e. a theory is tested empirically.
The deductive way of conducting research is very strongly connected to a quantitative research
strategy. Compared to the qualitative strategy, the main distinction of a quantitative strategy is that
a researcher employs measurements for testing the theory. The qualitative way, as an alternative
strategy, is strongly related to the inductive approach, which focuses on generating theories based
on empirical data analysis. In general, it has to be noted that there is an ongoing debate among
researchers, as to whether or not it is possible to sharply distinguish between a quantitative and
qualitative strategy, as both are normally more or less part of each research project (Bryman, & Bell,
2007). Although the character of this study is mainly a deductive one, this thesis has also inductive
aspects, as is often the case with social studies. Besides testing existing theory, the aim was also to
enrich the existing knowledge in this field of research, by possibly finding new relations between the
tested variables.

4.2.

Research Design

Bearing the above stated definitions in mind, the next step was to decide upon a specific research
design.
Out of the five different designs mentioned in Bryman and Bell (2007), i.e. experimental, longitudinal,
comparative, cross-sectional, and case study, the first three were considered as not being feasible,
due to time and manipulation restrictions (experimental), or not matching with the purpose of this
thesis (longitudinal and comparative).
“The basic case study entails the detailed and intensive analysis of a single case. As Stake (1995)
observes, case study research is concerned with the complexity and particular nature of the case in
question.” (Bryman, & Bell, 2007, p. 62) That means that a case study is often used to obtain more indepth knowledge of a specific case (e.g. an organization) instead of generating generalisable
information.
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The other design possibility, the cross-sectional (also known as social survey), is more concerned with
generating statements, which are independent of time and place (Bryman, & Bell, 2007). For this
design, data of more than one (depending on the specific tool a lot more than one) case is collected,
at one single point in time. The purpose of a survey is to reveal patterns of association between at
least two variables.
With both these options, it is possible to choose either a qualitative or a quantitative research
strategy. In general, previous research in this field was conducted through case studies (e.g. Doz,
1996; Hamel, 1991) as well as through surveys (Kale et al. 2002; Simonin, 2004). However, the
connection between quantitative strategy and cross-sectional design tends to be stronger, which
reciprocally means that, for a case study, a qualitative strategy is conducted more often.
Concluding the previous discussion, the appropriate research design for this thesis was believed to
be a survey, because of the aim to analyze the dependency of the two key variables, which were
knowledge sharing and alliance’s performance. In terms of validity, Bryman and Bell (2007) identify
that it is impossible to achieve internal validity in a cross-sectional survey, since the variables cannot
be tested on their causality, but just on their inference. Compared to the case study, the crosssectional design has the advantage that a robust external validity can be expected, as long as the
sample has been chosen carefully among the entire population.
Among the different possibilities for conducting a cross-sectional research, it was decided to choose
a survey, performed through a questionnaire. This decision was based on the following reasons (from
Bryman, & Bell, 2007):
There was a sustainable cost factor that was considered when choosing the research tool. Due to the
fact that the questionnaire was sent to the respondents, there were no travelling costs involved
which, for example, an interviewer would have had. This could have become a problem, especially
when the candidates are geographically spread, as it was the case in this study (the sample was taken
from the entire EU). Almost of the same importance was the fact that a questionnaire also tends to
be finished faster, as the form is delivered to the respondents at the same time (and not one
interview after the other). This had to be borne in mind because the period of data collection was
limited by the overall thesis time limitation.
Moreover, previous researchers in this field have advocated the use of surveys. For example, in his
study of strategic alliance performance, Arino (2003, p. 70) states that “the information needed to
carry out a study of this nature is not readily available from secondary sources.” Due to the fact that
the nature of the study was comparable to the one performed by Arino, as we measured knowledge
sharing and alliance performance on a subjective level, we have followed his footsteps and
conducted a survey.

4.3.

Data Collection

The way the empirical data was collected was oriented on the study that Parkhe (1993) conducted.
The process was divided into three phases; the sample creation, the design of the data collecting
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instrument (questionnaire), and the actual performance of the survey (including response rate
enhancing methods).
4.3.1. The Sample
It was decided to choose the sample out of the manufacturing industry in Europe, with a special
focus on manufacturing in micro- and nano-dimensions. The scanning of previous researchers’ work
(e.g. Dussauge et al., 2000; Kate et al., 2002) about strategic alliances has shown that most of them
have undertaken studies in R&D intensive industries, such as automotive, telecommunication and
manufacturing, as a high number of strategic alliances is expected to be prevalent in these kinds of
industries. Thus, following their example of conducting a study in the R&D sector, the manufacturing
industry was identified as highly R&D-intensive, with a particular focus on micro- and nanomanufacturing, as it is rather young and, therefore, rapidly developing (Roco, 2002). This is
supported by several research projects run by the EU in this field. The choice for this sector was
supported by contacting a randomly chosen firm in this sector which has verified the estimation, by
confirming its involvement in a strategic alliance. Furthermore, information about the high alliance
activities of firms in this sector was found through a check of firms’ and industry’s homepages.
Due to the fact that the characteristics and the size of the population chosen were perceived as
difficult to seize, it was concluded that a non-probability sample or, more precisely a snowball
sampling, might be the most feasible method to create a sample. According to Bryman and Bell
(2007), a starting point is made by picking an initial sample out of the population. Successively, the
sample is extended by other groups of companies or people related to the original sample. For this
thesis, the snowball sampling could be clarified in the reasoning that one database, or platform, of
companies led to others. Logically, “the problem with snowball sampling is that it is very unlikely that
the sample will be representative of the population” (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 200), as a projection
towards the entire population is impossible. This was taken into account when evaluating the results
of the survey.
The starting point of the sampling activities was Manufuture, which is an individual platform within
the European Technology Platforms (ETPs). The ETPs were initiated by the European Union in 2005
and are supposed to contribute to the realization of the Lisbon Strategy. The platforms bring
together stakeholders of a certain industry to study specific challenges that companies face in this
particular industry.
Based on this initial source, the characteristics of the population were defined, which were as
follows:





Manufacturing Industry
R&D orientated
Based within the European Union
Contact person is provided.

Emphasis was particularly placed on the last point: to find the person within the company that is
most likely to be concerned with alliance activities. Depending on the size of the company, either the
managing director or the CEO (SME’s), or the CTO or head of the R&D department (larger companies)
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was preferred. Due to this effort it was expected to achieve more precise and valid results and a
higher response rate.
Thereafter, more databases like Manufuture were searched to extend the sample. A lot of contacts
were provided by a sub-platform called MINAM: Micro-and Nanomanufacturing, as well as
Nanoforum, where it was possible to sort the member firms through a filter focused on
manufacturing. Besides those larger platforms, smaller initiatives were also used, for example, of the
BMBF (Federal Ministry for Education and Research) in Germany, or some research already
conducted with a partly related sample, so that it was possible to exploit their contact data.
After several weeks of intensive searching for contact data of strategic alliance managers, it was
possible to indentify a sample size of 492 firms.
What always has to be borne in mind when explaining the sampling process is the survey error
(Dillman, Smyth & Christian, 2009). This error consists of possible errors of coverage, sampling, nonresponse and measurement.
The coverage error, which Bryman and Bell (2007) name non-sampling error, is probably the error
that has to be regarded most, as it was not possible to create a probability sample and, hence, the
sample cannot represent the real population.
Similarly, the sampling error, which describes the disadvantage of just taking a part, instead of the
entire population, is prevalent in the sample. However, it is not possible to calculate or even estimate
it as the size of the population is not known.
“Nonresponse error occurs when the people selected for the survey who do not respond are different
from those who do respond in a way that is important to the study” (Dillman et al., 2009, p. 17). This
error was very likely to be present, since both a response rate of 100 %, and a total similarity
between respondents and non-respondents are very seldom achieved in a large survey.
Finally, measurement error describes the incompleteness or inaccurateness of a respondents answer.
Since all these errors were very likely to emerge during the data collection process, they had to be
thought about when analyzing the results, as they might have mitigated or amplified the results.
4.3.2. The Questionnaire
According to Bryman and Bell (2007, p. 240) a questionnaire is a “battery of usually closed questions
*...+, completed by responders themselves.” This means that a form with a certain number of
questions is designed, which is sent to the respondents identified in the sample, normally by postal
mail, and nowadays mainly by email. The respondents then have to answer all the questions by
themselves and send the questionnaires back to the investigating institution.
Compared to an interview, the most salient difference in using a questionnaire is that there is no
need for an interviewer to attend at the respondent’s location. Therefore, the stakes of money and
time invested are considerably reduced. (Bryman, & Bell, 2007). Particularly due to the authors’
situation as Master students and the very small time frame set for finishing the dissertation, using a
questionnaire was the obvious choice. However, it had to be borne in mind that a major
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disadvantage of sending out a questionnaire is the dependency on the response rate, which is not a
problem when a researcher personally interviews the respondents.
When designing the questionnaire, the recommendations given by Bryman and Bell (2007) were
consulted, such as to create an honest appearance (e.g. not to try to make it appear shorter than it
is), or to keep a consistent and unambiguous layout.
The questionnaire consisted of 25 questions. All of them were closed questions, which means that
the responders were given a statement and certain set of fixed answer alternatives from which
he/she had to choose. Their advantage was that they “enhance the comparability of answers, making
it easier to show the relationships between variables and to make comparisons between
respondents or types of respondents” (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 261). The majority of the questions
concerned topics related to attitudes, beliefs, normative standards and values and were, according to
previous research and the literature (Bryman & Bell, 2007), principally measured with a seven-point
Likert scale. Moreover, some factual questions were integrated to obtain general background
information (for the control variables) about, e.g., the type of strategic alliance in which the
respondent is involved.
As is common among researchers, the questions were mainly based on what others have done
before in this field, i.e. to borrow questions from other researchers. This will be explained more in
depth in the operationalisation section.
For the structure of the questionnaire, the decision was made to ask for each individual construct in
particular and not to mix the items in the questionnaire, despite the awareness that this can cause
unintended question order effects (Dillman et al., 2009, p. 160 ff.). Examples of this are assimilation
(answers across questions become more similar) or contrast (answers across questions become more
different), which might have an influence on the results.
In any event, problems of question order effects might also occur in questionnaires with mixed items.
As an example, Podsakoff and Organ (1986) state the consistency motif, which means that
respondents try to keep a consistent line in answering. Salancik and Pfeffer (1977; in Podsakoff &
Organ, 1986) actually even emphasize the suggestion that stating the independent variables first,
followed by the dependent variables, might be conducive, because it reduces the consistency
patterns, which might be a result of a consistency motif. Moreover, Dillman et al. (2009) recommend
to group questions that cover similar topics, which facilitates the response and makes the
questionnaire appear more professional and coherent. Furthermore, numerous examples of scholars
(e.g. Emden et al., 2005; Kale et al., 2002; Simonin, 2004) showed support for the decision to keep a
sequentially order of the items that belong to an individual construct.
After having finished the design of the questionnaire, a tentative pilot-version was sent to a
commercial executive in Germany with the goal to obtain critical feedback in order to improve the
questionnaire.
4.3.3. The Survey
The questionnaire was sent out electronically, so that the respondents only had to click on the
weblink to access the questionnaire. As recommended by Bryman and Bell (2007), the questionnaire
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dispatch was supplemented with an enclosed email, in which the concept of the research was
explained, as well as a guarantee of confidential treatment of the companies’ data.
Furthermore, to enhance the response rate, reminders were sent out regularly and an executive
summary of this study was offered to the respondents.

4.4.

Operationalisation

This part of the methodology will address how the concepts in this dissertation have been
operationalised. In this study there were two main concepts that were investigated, i.e. knowledge
sharing and alliance performance. In the former chapter these concepts have already been explained
more in detail. It has also been suggested that the phenomenon of knowledge sharing has not been
measured directly in past studies, but that there are underlying factors influencing knowledge
sharing. In order to determine the intensity of knowledge sharing, these factors, which can also be
called proxies, were measured instead. Therefore, the proxies will be operationalised here. First, the
proxies of knowledge sharing will be addressed. Second, the focus will shift to the performance of
alliances, and, third, the measurement of the control variables will be explained.
4.4.1. Knowledge Sharing
Interpartner Trust
This variable consists of a four-item, seven-point Likert scale, which has previously been used by
Norman (2002), who, in turn, developed the questions from Inkpen (1992) and Mohr and Spekman
(1994). To gauge this variable, the respondents were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed
(1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) with the following statements:
Trust 1.
Trust 2.
Trust 3.
Trust 4.

We can rely on our partner to abide by the alliance agreement.
There is a high level of trust in the working relationship with our partner.
We trust that our partner’s decisions will be beneficial to the alliance.
We trust that our partner’s decisions will be beneficial to our firm.

Competitive Overlap
Simonin (2004) measured the competitive overlap between allying firms as a moderating factor in his
research. The item used for this concept was borrowed from this study, however, it was decided to
measure by the seven-point Likert instead of the initial four possible answers, to keep the same
structure throughout the questionnaire. Accordingly, the respondents had to rate to what extent
they agreed with the next statement:
Competitor 1. We consider our partner as a very strong actual or future competitor.
Protectiveness
This concept includes two variables which were borrowed and slightly modified from Simonin (1999),
who asked the respondents in his study explicitly for the partner’s level of protection. In this
dissertation, however, the firms were asked to rate their own level of protection by two statements
which could be answered with a seven-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).
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Protect 1.
Protect 2.

Our firm has intentional procedures, routines, and policies to restrict the sharing of
relevant information concerning our technology/process know-how.
Our firm is very protective of our technology/process know-how.

Partner’s Learning Intent
Norman (2002) studied the partner’s learning intent in relation to knowledge sharing. She employed
three items to measure this concept, which were borrowed for this study. All items could be
answered by a seven-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) concerning to what
extent they agree with the statements. The three items were as follows:
Partner 1.
Partner 2.
Partner 3.

One of our partner’s objectives in forming the alliance was to learn about an
unfamiliar market.
One of our partner’s objectives in forming the alliance was to learn about our
technology.
One of our partner’s objectives in forming the alliance was to learn about our
management techniques.

Tacitness
Although several scholars have included the tacitness of knowledge in their studies, it was decided to
borrow the items from Norman (2002) to measure this variable. She used a three item, seven-point
Likert scale to assess the level of tacitness in shared knowledge (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly
agree). Norman (2002) developed the items from Zander and Kogut (1995). The items that were
employed were as follows:
Tacit 1.
Tacit 2.
Tacit 3.

The resources, skills, knowledge, and capabilities our firm contributes to the alliance
can be easily expressed in writing.
The resources, skills, knowledge, and capabilities our firm contributes to the alliance
can be learned through observation.
The resources, skills, knowledge, and capabilities our firm contributes to the alliance
can be quickly and easily taught to new employees.

Coreness
Here it was decided not to adapt the items of a previous scholar, but to develop a new one,
according to the theory. Norman (2002) had used 15 areas where respondents had to rate the
relatedness to the firm’s core knowledge for each and every area. To guarantee the user-friendliness
of this survey, it was decided to use only one item, and ask directly the relation between the shared
knowledge and the firm’s core knowledge. The structure of the item was modified from Norman’s
(2002) other items that were used. It was measured by a seven-point Likert scale (1 = strongly
disagree, 7 = strongly agree).
Core 1.

The resources, skills, knowledge, and capabilities our firm contributes to the alliance
is highly related to the firm’s core knowledge.
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Goal of the Alliance
Previous scholars have not measured this variable directly and therefore, new items had to be
developed. As a basis, the theory of exploration vs. exploitation (March, 1991) was applied. The
measurement emerged out of two items that had to be answered with a seven-point Likert scale (1 =
strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). Accordingly, the items were as follows:
Goal1.
Goal 2.

Collaboration between our firm and our partner should lead to the generation of new
knowledge, technology developments.
Collaboration between our firms and our partner should be concentrated on the
exploitation of both firms’ knowledge bases.

4.4.2. Performance of the Alliance
In the last chapter, a thorough overview was given in the way of measuring the performance of
alliances. For this study, it was decided to apply Arino’s (2003) measurement of
organisationaleffectiveness. The reason for this was that other possible measurement possibilities
lack content validity. Moreover, Arino’s measurement can be applied to both alliances that are based
on equity and non-equity. The items that were used for this concept were borrowed from Kale et al.
(2002), which perfectly fitted into Arino’s theory. The statements could be rated by a seven-point
Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).
Performance 1. Our company has achieved its primary objective(s) in forming this alliance.
Performance 2. Our company’s competitive position has been greatly enhanced due to the alliance.
Performance 3. Our company has been successful in learning some critical skill(s) or capabilities
from our alliance partner(s).
A fourth question regarding the performance of alliances was not included to determine the
performance level of the alliance, due to the dichotomous character of the item. However, it was
decided to use this item, which was also borrowed from Kale et al. (2002), to get a clear view of how
the respondents the alliance had assessed. The next item was measured on a two-item scale;
satisfactory/successful and unsatisfactory/failure.
Performance 4. Please give an overall assessment of this alliance.
4.4.3. Control Variables
When investigating the relationship between knowledge sharing and the performance of alliances,
other factors that can influence the performance had to be taken into account. Hence, in order to get
a better understanding of this relation, certain variables had to be controlled. Research has shown
that there are other factors that can determine the success of alliances, which were brought up in
the former chapter. This part of the operationalisation will show how these factors were controlled.
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Alliance Experience
Although it is argued that alliance experience has a significant impact on the performance of alliances
(Annand & Khanna, 2000; Emden et al., 2005; Kale, et al., 2002), it was not possible to retrieve how
this was actually measured. Therefore, a new item had to be developed for this concept. Although
reliability would increase when the respondents were asked for objective figures, such as stating the
number of alliances they have been in, it seemed this was not feasible. A reason for this was that it
would not become clear how long those alliances actually have existed. Also, asking for the amount
of years the company had been involved in alliances was not practicable, since some companies may
have been existing for decennia and may have been involved in numerous of alliances. Given the
general subjective character of the questionnaire, it was decided to ask the respondent directly to
rate the company’s alliance experience. The second question was borrowed from Emden et al.
(2005). Although he used several items to measure learning from alliance experience, it was decided
to borrow only one of them, for the reason that this item was the most related to the concept. Both
items were measured by a seven-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).
Experience 1. Our company has a great experience in alliances.
Experience 2. We modify our alliance related procedures as we learn from experience.
Learning and Knowledge Acquisition
The first variable that was controlled for is the dimension of knowledge transfer that is not being
primarily investigated, i.e. the absorptive capacity. Simonin (1999) used the learning capacity as a
moderating factor in his study. For this dissertation, his two items were borrowed to capture this
concept. The respondents had to rate to what extent they agreed with the following statements (1 =
strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).
Learning 1.
Learning 2.

Our company has learned a great deal about the technology/process know-how held
by your partner.
Our company has greatly reduced its initial technological reliance or dependence
upon the partner since the beginning of the alliance.

Alliance Structure
The structure of the alliance, i.e. whether it was based on equity or not, could be simply measured by
asking for objective data. Nonetheless, the item that was used to measure this was borrowed from
Kale et al. (2000). This next question could be answered with either equity or non-equity.
Structure 1.

What is the structure of this alliance?

Firm Size
The size of the firm was not measured through the questionnaire. Instead, the data was retrieved by
websites of the firms that were part of the sample. The size was determined by the number of
employees, and was categorised in four groups. For distinguishing the size, a scale developed by the
EU (Recommendation 2003/361/EC) was chosen. The firms considered as small and medium
enterprises (SME’s) were split up into sub-groups for achieving a clearer distinction; firms with fewer
than ten employees are named micro, those with fewer than 50 small, and those with fewer than
250 employees medium. Companies with more than 250 employees belong to the group of big
companies.
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5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
This chapter will present the results that were derived from the obtained data. First, the sample will
be discussed. Consequently, the results of several analyses that were conducted will be addressed.
Based on these analyses, the hypotheses, which were proposed in chapter 3, will be assessed.

5.1.

Description of the Sample

The number of firms belonging to the sample was 492. 60 of them responded to the survey, which
resulted in a response rate of 12%. However, it had to be considered that it was not possible to use
all responses in the analyses; 10 respondents did not fully complete the questionnaire, so that these
observations had to be excluded. Therefore, the number of firms, which were finally available to
integrate into the analyses, was 50 (10%).
This number was smaller than originally expected. Because the questionnaire was sent to managers
who were likely to be responsible for alliance management, it was expected to generate at least a
response rate of 15%, which would have resulted in around 75 firms. However, the small timeframe
for sample-creation, dispatch of the questionnaire and process of the answers, corrupted the
quantity of the sample.
The firms that belonged to the sample are geographically wide-spread over the entire EU. The
following figure shows the origin of the firms.

Figure 5.1. Origin of the firms in the sample

The diagram shows that there was some dominance by the greater economies like Germany or the
UK. This is due to their size (population) and mirrors their importance as economic powers.
Considering the structural form of the strategic alliances, around 30 % of them were based on equity.
The majority (70 %) of the alliances did not include equity.
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One criterion of the sample was to capture companies situated in manufacturing industries, since
they were assumed to have a high degree of R&D intensity and thus a high strategic alliances density
(Roco, 2002). As the different industries are becoming more and more diversified, it is difficult to
subsume them under classical terms. So, the majority of the sample belonged to nano- and micro
manufacturing industries, such as optics, biotechnology or chip production. Furthermore, some of
the firms are manufacturing in more general industries, like automation or aerospace.
The firms included in the sample did not match in terms of their size. The different sizes of firms
prevalent in the sample were categorised by the number of employees to a distinct class. The size of
the firms turned out to be very widespread, with a majority of big companies, sometimes far
exceeding the minimum level of 250 employees.

Figure 5.2 Size of the firms in the sample

As has been described in chapter 4, a survey error (Dillman et al., 2009), consisting of four single
errors, might occur. In this sample, a decent coverage error existed, as snowball sampling was chosen
and the entire size of the population was not known. Hence, it was very unlikely that the sample
described the population. Due to the fact that the size of the population remained unidentified, the
sampling error could not be calculated. However, it was assumed to be of significance. Furthermore,
the nonresponse error had to be taken into account when doing the analyses. Since the response rate
was rather small, there was a high probability of this error arising. This error will be discussed in
more detail in chapter 7. In any case, nor this error could be tested, for the reason of the unknown
population, so that a comparison of respondents and non-respondents became impossible. The
fourth and final error, measurement error, has already been described at the beginning of this
section, showing that some respondents’ answers had to be excluded, because of their
incompleteness.
Another factor, which was not expected beforehand but had to be considered after receiving the
responses, was the actual sample size. As Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black (1998) point out, the
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sample size is perhaps the element in a regression analysis which the researcher can influence the
most. The small size of the thesis sample contained some disadvantages in terms of statistical
significance and statistical power. The significance (p) describes the probability of “showing statistical
significance when it actually is not present” (Hair et al., 1998, p. 10). The statistical power is directly
related to the significance, showing the likelihood of a correct rejection of a wrong hypothesis (Hair
et al., 1998). Now, the larger the sample size, the more it describes the entire population, and thus
the probability that a hypothesis is accepted falsely decreases. Simultaneously, with a sample
increasingly describing the reality, the power of the statistical test becomes more significant (ibid.).
Therefore, as the size of the analysed sample was rather small, several hypotheses showed a
significance above the accepted upper limit of p < .10 and thus had to be rejected which, in turn,
harmed the explanatory power of the knowledge sharing model. Assuming that more firms would
have answered, it is probable that fewer hypotheses would have been rejected, and hence the
theoretical model probably would have been more conducive for describing the impact of knowledge
sharing on alliance performance. Moreover, in a regression analysis, the sample size is directly
related to the regression coefficient R², which describes the explanatory power of the hypothesis on
reality. If the sample size is small, the regression analysis can only disclose strong relationships on an
acceptable significance level (ibid.). As an example, Hair et al. (1998) state that a regression analysis
with an p < 0.05, a sample size of 50 respondents and ten independent variables will only show R²
greater than 0.29. This case is comparable to the characteristics of the analysed sample, which had
50 usable answers and eleven influencing (independent plus control) variables. Only the level of
significance was decided at forehand to a level of p < .10, in order not to exclude interesting results
at an early stage. This method got even more support by the limiting influence of the sample size on
the results. Hence, the decision, to keep the significance level higher, was also undertaken with the
aim to partly absorb the constraining effect the sample size had on the regression analysis.
In addition, Hair et al. (1998) declare, as a rule of thumb, a minimum five to one ratio of the number
of respondents to the number of variables, in order to achieve generalisable results through a
regression analysis. If the ratio is below this lower limit, the risk of overfitting might occur, i.e. the
results of the regression analysis are too strongly related to the specific sample and can, hence, not
be generalised (ibid.). The ratio of the existing sample was 50 to eleven, which equals a 4.5 to one
ratio. However, as this value was only slightly below the recommended lower limit, it was not
perceived as involving the risk of overfitting.
In any case, since published articles of scholars with a comparable sample size (Norman, 2004: 58
usable respondents) were found, the sample of this thesis was not considered as being too small for
deriving contributing results.
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5.2.

Preliminary Analyses

Before running the correlation analysis and the regression analysis of the model that has been
discussed throughout this dissertation, first some preliminary analyses had to be performed. This had
to be done in order to determine whether or not the data was suitable to use in the analyses that
were mentioned earlier.
5.2.1. Transformation
In the previous chapters it has been discussed that the phenomenon of knowledge sharing is a latent
variable and cannot be measured directly, but consists of several underlying factors which is not
uncommon in the world of social sciences (Field, 2005). These proxies have been put forward in
chapter 3, and in chapter 4 it has been made clear that the individual proxies were measured
through several items (in most cases). When analyzing the data, the results of the items that
belonged to one variable had to be combined before a multivariate regression analysis could be
performed. For example, the results of the questions that measured the variable interpartner trust
had to be combined. In order to do that, it had to be assured that the items that were supposed to
measure the same concept, were indeed correlated. A recommended technique to test this is by
performing a factor analysis (Field, 2005; Pallant, 2001). In the case of this dissertation a
confirmatory factor analysis would have been appropriate, since the items measuring one variable
have already been pre-identified. However, for this study, a factor analyses could not be performed.
Reason for this is that the sample size was considered as too small to run a proper factor analysis (it
has been argued that a sample size of > 300 is preferred (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1996, in Pallant,
2001)), also, the ratio of variables versus observations was too low (Nunnnally, 1978).
5.2.2. Reliability
Since the factor analyses could not be applied to the data, other techniques had to be used in order
to assure the internal consistency. In other words, the items belonging to the same summated scale
should all measure the same construct and, therefore, be highly correlated (Hair et al., 1998). A
widely used instrument to measure this is the Cronbach’s alpha. Hair et al. (1998) argue that a value
of .70 is the general acceptable lower limit. However, in exploratory research, as is often the case in
social sciences, a limit of 0.60 can be acceptable; a view that is also supported by Baarda, De Goede
and Van Dijkum (2003).
Accordingly, the Cronbach’s alpha values were calculated for the items used in the questionnaire.
The results were that the four items for interpartner trust seemed to measure the same concept (α =
.90). The same can be said for the items for protectiveness (α = .74) and the items for the dependent
variable performance (α = .71). Variables that scored less, but were still accepted, were tacitness (α =
.62) and learning (α = .58).
For the independent variable partner’s learning intent (α = .53), the transformation was not reliable.
Although Norman (2004) accepted a value of α = .57 for this construct in her study, supported by the
suggestion of Nunnally (1967; in Norman, 2004), who claimed that lower scores are acceptable in the
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early stages of research, the value of α .53 in this study was rejected. Therefore, only one item was
chosen to use for this study; partner 2, since this item concerned the technological aspect of
learning, which was most applicable to the sample that was used (technological intensive). Also the
two items for alliance goal were not reliable (α = .54). Hence, one of the items was omitted for the
rest of this study.
For the control variable alliance experience, the α for the combined items was considered as being
too low (α = .30), hence one of the items, the one that was believed to be less relevant, was omitted
for the rest of this study.
The concepts of coreness, competitive overlap, and alliance structure were measured through single
indicators, so there was no need to perform a reliability test for these concepts.
After having calculated the reliability of the combined items, the following constructs were used in
the model to determine the performance of alliances (see table 5.1).
Table 5.1 Overview of the variables that were used (α value) (number of items)

Independent variable
Interpartner Trust (α .90) (4)
Competitive Overlap (1)
Protectiveness (α .74)(2)
Partner’s Learning Intent (1)
Tacitness (α .62) (3)
Coreness (1)
Goal of the Alliance (1)

Control variable
Alliance Experience (1)
Learning (α .58)(2)
Alliance Structure (1)
Size (1)

Dependent variable
Alliance Performance (α .71)(3)

5.2.3. Validity
Before the concepts could be analysed in the regression analyses, the validity of the concepts had to
be taken into account. Firstly, the convergent validity, that measures the correlation between the
indicators of one concept, was examined. This was done by the so called item-to-total correlation,
where the summated variable is correlated with the independent items that measure this variable.
Rules of thumb suggest that this correlation should exceed the score of r = .50 (Hair et al., 1998). The
correlations that were achieved varied from .67 to .91, and thus convergent validity was assured.
Other than that, the validity has also been stressed by the literature that has been studied and was
discussed in chapter 3. Moreover, the items that were tested were borrowed from previous research
and the questions were tested on an independent person before the questionnaire was sent out.
Discriminant validity concerns the degree of correlation between the theoretically predicted
concepts. The individual variables are meant to be independent from each other, thus should not be
correlated to a high extent, to indicate that the variables do not measure the same concept. The
values of correlation have been stated below in table 5.2.
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5.2.4. Assumptions
Before analyzing the results of the regression analyses, certain assumptions had to be borne in mind.
Hair et al. (1998) state several assumptions with which the data has to comply. The acquired data has
been examined according to these assumptions, to ensure that the data could be used in the
regression analysis.
Multicollinearity
In order to get an acceptable regression model, there has to be certainty that the independent
variables that are used in the model are not correlating with each other to a high degree. This is also
called multicollinearity, and this can indicate that different independent variables actually measure
the same phenomenon. Pallant (2001) refers to multicollinearity when the correlation is r= .9 and
above, while Nunnally (1978) mentions r = .7 and above. The examination of the variables that are
used in this model has shown that the correlation between the variables are not higher than .38 (r =
.38). According to the standards mentioned above, it can be concluded that the independent
variables are not highly correlated.
Linearity
Next, it is claimed that the correlation between an independent variable and a dependent variable is
based on a linear relationship (Hair et al., 1998). Therefore, the linearity of the model has to be
assessed. A way to do that is by assessing the partial regression plots in SPSS. A curvilinear pattern in
these plots would indicate a nonlinear relationship. The model concerned, however, has taught us
that all the independent and control variables have a linear relation with the dependent variable; the
residuals are distributed randomly within a rectangle, and no systematic pattern could be identified.
This indicates the linearity between the variables in the model (Pallant, 2001).
Constant Variance of Residuals
Another assumption that has to be met is the one of the constant variance. Heteroscedasticity, in
other words, “the presence of unequal variances” (Hair et al., 1998, p. 174) between the variables, is
one of the most common violations of all assumptions. This was tested by plotting the residuals
(studentized) against the predicted dependent values, as suggested by Hair et al. (1998). A triangular
pattern indicates there is a degree of heteroscedasticity between the variables (Hair et al., 1998;
Pallant, 2001). In this case, no significant triangle form could be identified, indicating the
homogeneity of variance and thus this assumption was not violated.
Independence of Residuals
A fourth assumption is that the residual terms of the observation should be independent for each
variable. Field (2005) suggests using the Durbin-Watson test to test the independence. It is argued
that a value of 2 means that the residuals are not correlated and the rule-of-thumb says that a value
between 1 and 3 is acceptable (ibid.). The Durbin-Watson value that was retrieved for this model
was 2.2, indicating the independence of residuals.
Normality of Residuals
This assumption suggests that “the residuals should be normally distributed about the predicted DV
scores” (Pallant, 2001, p. 137). This assumption can be checked visually by the examination of the
normal probability plot in SPSS. The result of this analysis showed that the plotted residuals were
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along the diagonal line, indicating there is a normal distribution of the residuals (Hair et al., 1998;
Pallant, 2001).
Robustness
For testing the robustness of the research model, randomly five observations were removed from
the data and similar analyses were performed. Since five observations was already ten percent of the
total sample, some changes in the output could be identified. However, the margin of the divergence
was believed to be rather small, and only influenced the results marginally. Therefore, it was
considered that the model was robust with respect to the size of the sample.

5.3.

Correlation Analysis

The correlation analysis will point out certain relations between certain variables that were included
in the research model. To determine the correlation between the variables, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (r) was calculated. It is said that a correlation of r = 0.1 represents a small effect; r = 0.3 a
medium effect; and r = 0.5 a large effect between two variables (Field, 2005). The correlation test
was performed as a one-tailed test, since a specific direction was expected (the hypotheses). For the
correlations to be statistically significant, a significance of p < .10 was maintained. The table below
shows the correlations between the variables that were included in the model.
Table 5.2. Pearson r correlation matrix

Variable

1

2

3

1. Interpartner Trust
2. Protectiveness
3. Partner’s Intent
4. Tacitness
5. Coreness

1.00
.12
-.02
.02
-.08

1.00
.03
.06
.31**

6

7

6. Competitive Overlap
7. Goal of the Alliance

-.05
.29**

.28**
.08

.07
-.09

1.00
-.10

1.00

8. Experience

.25**

.26**

9. Learning

.16

.12

.23†
.18

.12

.16
-.32**

-.13

.22†
.04

.19†
.38*

10. Structure

.11

-.05

-.16

11. Size
12. Performance

.01
.33*

-.14
.20†

-.01
.08

-.04
.34*

-.14
.23†

1.00
.33*
-.21†
.29**
.16

4

5

1.00
-.17

1.00

.17
.13

8

9

10

.34*

1.00
.12

1.00

-.13

.20†
.10

.15

1.00

.15
.04

.11
.17

-.21†
.07
.40*

.38*
.27**

.13
.13

11

12

1.00
.04

1.00

Note: Pearson’ r one-tailed. N = 50. *p <.01; **p <.05; †p <.10
Table 5.2 shows that six of the variables were significant correlated to the performance of alliances.
First, it becomes evident that the amount of trust a firm has in the partnering firm is positively
correlated to the performance of alliances (r = .33, p < .01). Second, the level of tacitness of the
contributed knowledge was important. This variable implies that a lower level of tacitness in the
contributed knowledge is positively related to alliance performance (r = .34, p < .01). In a lower
degree, also the coreness and protectiveness are positively correlated to the dependent variable (r =
.23, p < .10 respectively r = .20, p < .10). Concerning the control variables, two more significant
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correlations could be noticed. The most correlated variable with alliance performance was the
amount of experience a firm has in alliances, supported by the value of r =.40 (p < .01). The last
significant variable concerns the learning opportunities a firm experienced during an alliance. This
was positively related to alliance performance with a value of r = .27 (p < .05).
For the other variables that are integrated in the model, no significant relation with alliance
performance could be found, however there were some other inter-variable correlations that will be
addressed later in the discussion.

5.4.

Regression Analysis

While the correlation analysis shows the correlations between the variables, the regression analysis
goes a step further and calculates the predictive power of the independent variables. For this study,
the multiple regression was used, since the model showed more than one (ten, in fact) predicting
variables. This section will show the results of the regression analysis and will describe other analyses
that were performed.
After some preliminary analyses were performed and the data was tested on the assumptions, the
data had resulted in the regression analysis below. First, the overall result will be discussed, before
moving to the individual factors that can be seen in table 5.3 and table 5.4.

5.3 Regression analysis step 1

Variable

β

(Constant)

SE

Tolerance

VIF

1.559

Alliance Experience

.43*

.24

.93

1.08

Learning

.23

.14

.83

1.21

Alliance Structure

.20

.77

.92

1.09

Size

-.11

.35

.85

1.18

Note: R² = .26*; N = 50; *p<.01; **p<.05; †p<.10
Firstly, the regression analysis was performed with only the control variables in relation to the
dependent variable, alliance performance (step 1, table 5.3). This resulted in a R² value of .26,
meaning that the variance of alliance performance was caused for 26% by the control variables (p<
.01). When the individual control variables are assessed, it can be noticed that alliance experience
had the strongest influence and that the other control variables did not play a significant role in
determining the dependent variable. Moving to the second step and including the independent
variables, the results of the regression analysis naturally change (step 2, table 5.4). The R² of the
model now showed a value of .48 (p< .01), indicating the performance of alliances was now for 48%
influenced by the variables included in the model. This means that nearly half of the variance in the
dependent variable was explained by the model. When considering the adjusted R², that changes due
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to the sample size, the results were adjusted R² = .19 for the first step and adjusted R² = .33 when the
independent variables were included. For both values it could be concluded that the integration of
the entire model led to a better explanation of the dependent variable.
5.4 Regression analysis step 2

Variable
Constant

β

SE
3.130

Tolerance

VIF

Alliance Experience

.32**

.25

.71

1.41

Learning

.34**

.16

.56

1.78

Alliance Structure

.16

.73

.84

1.19

Size

-.02

.34

.74

1.35

H1. Trust
H2. Competitive Overlap
H3. Protectiveness
H4. Partner’s Learning Intent
H5. Tacitness
H6. Coreness
H7. Goal of the Alliance

.23†
-.21
.02
-.03
.32**
.39*
-.12

.09
.22
.12
.10
.10
.31
.24

.85
.69
.75
.73
.73
.72
.76

1.18
1.45
1.34
1.37
1.38
1.40
1.32

R² = .48*; N = 50; * p<.01; **p<.05; †p<.10
Now, when the focus was laid on the individual variables, some interesting observations could be
made. As for the control variables, also in step two, it can be noticed that not only alliance
experience has a significant impact on alliance performance (β= .32, p< .05), also learning has
become significant (β= .34, p< .05).
Concerning the independent variables, it can be concluded that three out of the seven variables are
statistically significant. The tacitness of the shared knowledge (β= .32, p<.05) seems to be an
influential factor of these variables, which indicates that hypothesis 2 is supported. The second
significant β is the relatedness of the shared knowledge to the core knowledge of the firm, which has
a β of .39 (p<.01). Despite the significance of this variable, it had to be concluded that hypothesis 6
was not supported, since the relation between both variables is proven to be the reverse of that
which was indicated by the hypothesis. The third significant impact of the independent variables is
interpartner trust (β= .23, p< .10). This significance level is higher than the generally accepted level,
but due to the partly exploratory character of this dissertation, it has been decided to include this
level of significance in order not to rule out any possible relationships in such an early stage. This idea
is supported by both Simonin (2004) and Kale et al. (2002) who include β values with p< .10 in their
studies about knowledge transfer. This relation supported hypothesis 1, which indicated that a
higher level of trust between alliance partners was advantageous for the alliance performance.
Besides these independent variables, there were four other variables which had no significant
relation to the performance of alliances: protectiveness, competitive overlap, partner’s intent and
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alliance goal. Because the relations between these variables could not be proven to be significant, it
had to be concluded that hypothesis 3, hypothesis 4, hypothesis 5, hypothesis 6, and hypothesis 7
were not supported.
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6.

DISCUSSION

This chapter will discuss the results of the empirical data and reflect this to the hypotheses that were
developed in the theoretical framework and to remaining theories that have been discussed.

6.1.

Discussion of Individual Variables

As has been pointed out in the last chapter, it could be argued that the model proposed in this study
accounts for 48% of the variance in the performance of alliances. Due to the smaller sample size in
respect of the amount of variables that were applied, it was also wise to take the adjusted R² into
account, which had a value of .33. Both these values are satisfactory and are comparable with other
research in this field (e.g. Kale et al., 2002; Norman, 2002). As also became clear, certain variables in
the model caused a higher impact on the dependent variable than others. This section will discuss
each and every one of the independent variables and will put the results into the perspectives of
theory and former studies.
6.1.1. Interpartner Trust
A first observation of the analyses was that the average trust the respondents had in their alliance
partner, was remarkably high. Of the four items that were measured on a seven-point scale, the
mean score was over 22 (out of a possible 28). The theory had indicated that a higher degree of
interpartner trust leads to better alliance performance. Both the correlation analysis and the
regression analysis showed a significant support for this relation (hypothesis 1 is supported).
The regression identified the positive impact trust had on alliance performance. Based on the
assumptions of Kale et al. (2000) and Norman (2002), that trust increases knowledge sharing, and
knowledge sharing increases performance (e.g. Hutt et al, 2000), this study could add to these
previous assumptions, that trust leads to better alliance performance.
As is seen in previous studies, trust among partners has several other implications, e.g. lower
partner’s learning intention (Kale, et al. 2000) and fewer protection mechanisms (Norman, 2002). In
this study no such links could be discovered.
6.1.2. Competitive Overlap
The theory had shown that, when firms that are collaborating are competitors in a certain industry,
they are more likely to share less knowledge than firms who are not competing with each other. The
reason for this is that a firm does not want to strengthen the competitive position of its competitor
(Hamel, 1991; Inkpen, 2000). When looking at the regression analysis it can be concluded that this
proposition was not supported: this variable did not have a significant impact on the performance of
alliances, and thus hypothesis 2 was not supported.
Although this aspect did not show any impact on the performance of alliances, some correlations
were discovered with other variables. Earlier, both sides of the coin were discussed, when a firm
collaborates with a competitor. On one hand it should try to learn from its competitor, on the other
hand it should try not to lose (too much) knowledge to the competitor, in order not to lose its
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competitive position (Inkpen, 2000; Norman, 2002). Cohen and Levinthal (1990) argue that the trick
here is, to gain more knowledge from the competitor than to lose. The data in this study showed that
there is a strong correlation between competitive overlap, learning (r= .38, p< .01)
and
protectiveness (r= .28, p< .05), what may indicate support for the propositions that have been
suggested by earlier scholars, that imply a triangle correlation between these variables. An example
of this is Simonin (2004), who showed a direct relationship between protectiveness and knowledge
transfer, which was only prevalent in collaborations between competing firms. Another correlation
that emphasizes these phenomena was the positive relation between the competitive overlap and
the partner’s learning intent that was perceived by the firm (r = .29, p<.05). This could mean that the
questioned firm not only grasped learning opportunities from its competitor, but that they also
experienced learning intentions from this competitor.
6.1.3. Protectiveness
According to theory, the expectation was that less protective behaviour would contribute to the
performance of alliances. The analyses of the empirical data could not, however, show the relation
between these variables; hypothesis 3 is not supported.
In the review of the literature it became clear that protection has an influence on knowledge
transfer. The reason that no such relation, or indeed the effect on performance, was found in this
study, may have to do with the fact that protectiveness is hard to measure. This can be understood
as follows. Although protective measures can be designed within a firm, there cannot always be
controlled by the management. This point of micro-bargains, which was discussed earlier (Hamel,
1991), implies that knowledge transactions can be made several levels below the management,
disregarding the protection policy that was made up by the management. Bearing this in mind, in a
firm that is thought to be very protective may actually knowledge be leaking out to the alliance
partner. These micro-bargains tend to be more implicit than explicit (Hamel, 1991). The fact that the
level of protection can be hard to capture, a thought that is supported by Simonin (1999), might have
been a reason that no significant results showed up in this study.
Although the regression analysis did not show any significant relation, certain correlations with other
variables could be identified. So it became clear that the level of protection correlates with the
relatedness between the shared knowledge and the firm’s core knowledge (r= .31, p< .05). A logical
explanation would be that firms were more protective of their shared knowledge, when this was
more closely related to their core knowledge. This relation could be clarified, bearing in mind
Prahalad and Hamel’s (1990) viewpoint, who emphasize the importance of the core competences of
the firm’s competitive position. In this view, it may be likely that firms will protect their knowledge
when this is close to their core knowledge in order to sustain their competitive position. This insight
was proven by Norman (2002), who found a significant relation between core, as an independent
variable, and protectiveness, as a dependent variable.
6.1.4. Partner’s Learning Intent
The learning intent that was shown by a firm’s alliance partner did not show any significant impact
on the performance of alliances. Earlier research (Norman, 2002) indicated that a high level of
partner’s learning intent leads to a more protective behaviour and less knowledge sharing, what
would lead to, according to the main assumption, better alliance performance. However, no such
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relation could be found in this study. This means that the idea of the interorganisational learning
dilemma (Larsson et al., 1998), that implies that opportunistic learning intentions may harm the
collective knowledge development, which in turn might lead to less performance could not,
therefore, be verified.
A possible reason as to why no such correlations could be found may be in the simple fact that the
relation between partner’s learning intent and knowledge sharing was not prevalent in the data that
was studied in this thesis.
6.1.5. Tacitness
The regression analyses indicated that the variable tacitness had a significant impact on the
performance of alliances (β= .32, p< .05). The wording in the measurements of this concept was
reversed, indicating that a positive relationship means that the more explicit the contributed
knowledge, the better is the alliance performance. In this respect, it could be concluded that
hypothesis 5 was supported.
This empirical result indicated that knowledge sharing, when it concerns a low degree of tacitness of
shared knowledge, is advantageous for alliance performance. Earlier research signified the positive
relation between explicit knowledge and the knowledge transfer; knowledge can be transferred
more easily when the shared knowledge is explicit rather than tacit (e.g. Hamel et al., 1989, Larsson,
1998; Simonin, 1999). This study can add to this assumption, that contributing knowledge that
contains a low degree of tacitness leads to better alliance performance.
6.1.6. Coreness
The data showed that sharing core knowledge to an alliance leads to better performance of the
alliance. This was, however, the opposite of what was expected. The reasoning that was made,
according to the theory, was that core knowledge is more valuable for a firm, and therefore more
protected. This protection would lead to less knowledge sharing which would ultimately have less
alliance performance as a result (Norman, 2002). Up to a certain point, this reasoning seemed to be
supported, since the variables of core and protection were positively correlated (r= .31, p< .05). This
correlation may have shown support for the findings of Norman (2002), who found a positive relation
between coreness and protectiveness in the regression analysis. Despite this finding, the increased
protectiveness did not seem to lead to the expected worse alliance performance, but actually to an
increased performance. This result will be discussed now.
Another viewpoint that was addressed earlier is the one of Park (1996), who advocates for an
increased sharing of valuable knowledge that should lead to greater benefits. This would especially
be the case when the goal of the alliance concerns technological developments. Although the results
of this study did not give a clear view of the goal of every alliance, it did seem to prove the reasoning
of Park (1996) in a certain way, because it indicated that contributing core knowledge was beneficial
for alliance performance. In other words, core knowledge, what also can be seen as valuable
knowledge (Norman, 2002), did not lead to less performance, but actually contributed to the alliance
performance. Conclusively, it can be argued that contributed knowledge that is close to the core
knowledge of the firm, may lead to higher mutually created value, what may be regarded as a
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positive effect for alliance performance. This is an interesting finding in this field of research that
sheds new light on this aspect of knowledge sharing.
6.1.7. Goal of the Alliance
No significant relations could be found between the goal of the alliance and alliance performance. It
could be acknowledged, in retrospect, that the measurements for this concept might not have been
the most ideal. First of all, the two items that were supposed to measure this did not seem to be
reliable and, thus, could not be combined. Furthermore, the items were designed to create a
distinction between alliances that were highly explorative and those that were highly exploitative
(March, 1991). In other words, it was expected that the respondents would answer positively to one
item and more negatively to the other item. However, it did not work out this way, what resulted in
an unclear view of the goal of the alliances that were studied.

6.2.

General Discussion

The model that was designed in this study related knowledge sharing within an alliance to the
performance of alliances. The theory had indicated that several aspects were underlying to the
knowledge sharing phenomenon. An assumption where the model was based on, was that a higher
degree of knowledge sharing would lead to higher alliance performance (Crossan & Inkpen, 1995;
Hutt et al., 2002; Norman, 2002).
The (independent) variables in the model were initially divided into three different categories, that
were discussed earlier in this dissertation (Khamseh and Jolly, 2008), and captured the characteristics
of knowledge, the alliance goal, and the reciprocal behaviour of the partners.
Nearly every of the hypotheses that concerned the latter, reciprocal behaviour (which included
interpartner trust, protectiveness, competitive overlap and partner’s learning intent), did not seem to
be supported, implying that these assumptions did not have any impact on the performance. Only
the interpartner trust between the alliances partners did seem to have an impact on alliance
performance, which related to theories of e.g. Kale et al. (2000) and Norman (2002; 2004). A possible
explanation that other hypotheses were rejected, was that the suspected relation between
knowledge sharing, at least for these aspects, and alliance performance (Crossan & Inkpen, 1995;
Hutt et al., 2000) has been misjudged.
Although there was only one significant relation found between the reciprocal aspects of knowledge
sharing and alliance performance, the results that concerned the knowledge-based characteristics
did show more interesting results. This category, that captured the aspects of tacitness and coreness
of the knowledge that is shared with an alliance, demonstrated some significant impact on alliance
performance. First of all, the tacitness of knowledge plays a significant role. It seemed that alliances
perform better, when firms contributed more explicit knowledge to an alliance. This is in accordance
with many scholars, who emphasize the positive relation between explicit knowledge that is shared
and knowledge transfer (e.g. Hamel, 1991; Liebeskind, 1996), and the main assumption concerning
the relation between knowledge sharing and performance, which was addressed again above.
Second, it seemed that the more core knowledge was contributed, the higher the alliance
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performance. Although this did support not the hypothesis that was derived from Norman (2002), it
gave another interesting viewpoint. Since a firm’s core knowledge is often valuable knowledge that
leads to competitive advantage, this study indicated that, besides the quantity of knowledge sharing,
also the value of the shared knowledge is important for alliance performance. In short, the outcomes
of this dissertation emphasize the fact that a high degree of trust, and explicit and valuable
knowledge leads to better alliance performance.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapter contains the final considerations of this thesis. The main findings will be listed, followed
by the implications this study has both for the scientific world and the world of business. The chapter
finishes with a reflection on the possible limitation of this thesis and suggestions for future research.

7.1.

Conclusions

This study was undertaken in order to answer the question of the influence of an alliance partner‘s
knowledge sharing on the performance of the alliance. Hence, the purpose was to shed light on the
knowledge sharing phenomenon in strategic alliances, i.e. what the different aspects and
characteristics of knowledge sharing were, and its relatedness to the outcome of the strategic
alliances.
Based on future research recommendations, stated in antecedent work in this field (Norman, 2002),
a gap was perceived that was worth further investigation. Consequently, after intensive study of the
research field, a theoretical model of knowledge sharing was derived, which was a combination of
the most important and salient theories. One major finding was that knowledge sharing cannot be
measured directly; moreover, it became apparent that it is an overarching, not tangible concept, and
thus had to be captured through its individual aspects, used as proxies. Out of this model seven
hypotheses were deduced, which were thereafter empirically tested on their impact on the alliance
performance, through a survey among allying firms in the manufacturing industries in the EU.
The model explained alliance outcome with 48%, two of the seven hypotheses were accepted. Four
of them were not statistically significant, and one, coreness, had to be reversed, as the empirical
results showed that its impact on alliance performance was contrary to the hypothesised. The two
aspects which were approved to have an influence on the alliance outcome, interpartner trust and
tacitness, showed β-values of. 23 respectively .32.
For interpartner trust this meant that a higher level of trust benefitted the performance of the
alliance. Concerning tacitness it has to be borne in mind that it measured inversely, i.e. it was asked
for the explicitness of knowledge. Thus, the more explicit knowledge is, the more it enhances the
alliance outcome. In the case of core knowledge contributed to the alliance, the result of the
regression analysis pointed out that it had to be reversed, i.e. the theory consulted for this aspect did
not match reality. Hence, it was proven that, the more core knowledge was contributed to the
alliance, the better the alliance performance tended to be. This was in accordance with the theory
forwarded by Park (1996), which was omitted for the consistency of the model, as it is contrary to
the majority of the scholars.
It has to be mentioned that the small sample size might have hindered the approval of more
hypotheses. Interestingly, some of the knowledge sharing aspects showed strong intercorrelations.
For example, there seemed to be positive correlations between protectiveness, coreness and
competitive overlap. It could be assumed that the level of protection is influenced by the other
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factors, and thus an intermediate step towards knowledge sharing. This matches the theories of
Inkpen (2000) and Norman (2002).
Besides knowledge sharing, also some other factors, which had an impact on the alliance
performance, were identified. These success factors (alliance experience, learning in alliances,
alliance structure, and firm size) were used as control variables. Two out of the four were proven to
show statistical significance; the results confirmed the research of previous scholars (e.g. Emden et
al., 2005), who predicted that alliance experience gained through previous alliances improves the
alliance performance (β= .32). Furthermore, the findings of those researchers (e.g. Kumar & Nti,
1998), who claimed that learning is a considerable success factor for an alliance, were supported (β=
.34).

7.2.

Theoretical Implications

This study was performed to test a theoretical model empirically. As a result, some contributions to
the scientific world can be noted.
The positive influence of knowledge sharing on alliance performance, as was argued by Hutt et al.
(2000) and Crossan and Inkpen (1995), could not entirely be supported. However, for some of the
aspects of knowledge sharing this was proven to be correct.
It was shown, that interpartner trust, tacitness and coreness has an impact on alliance performance.
Therefore, (1) high trust among partners, (2) contributed explicit knowledge and (3) contributed
knowledge that is highly related to the core knowledge of the allying firms, result in better alliance
performance.
Particularly, the results regarding the role of core knowledge in an alliance give an interesting
contribution to the theory about strategic alliances. The empirical results showed that, contrary to
the consulted theories for the model, a greater contribution of core knowledge to the alliance caused
a better alliance outcome. Hence, the theory of Park (1996) was supported through this study,
whereas the results of other researchers (e.g. Norman, 2002), who relate coreness to a worse
performance, were rejected.

7.3.

Managerial Implications

The results of this study gave some remarkable implications for the business world. As the analyses
have shown, a positive alliance outcome is influenced by several factors, related to both the main
research field of knowledge sharing as well as to further success factors.
A high level of trust among the alliance partners enhances the alliance outcome. Although this seems
to be a rather obvious statement, it definitely has to be mentioned that in an R&D based alliance,
with a high exchange of knowledge, the conviction of the partners’ integrity is crucial for alliance
success.
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The reversing of the coreness hypothesis reveals interesting assumptions, not only for the academic
world, but also for managers. It was shown that the investigated firms laid less importance on the
protection of their core knowledge, but on the coordination of the mutual partners’ core
competences, as therefore a higher created value was expected to emerge. Thus, in order to
optimise the likelihood of alliance success, a partnering firm should not primarily look at potential
protection methods for its core knowledge, but focus on finding an optimal partner for allying
activities with the aim of a high value creating in the alliance.
The third approved hypothesis, tacitness, is not that easily applicable to managerial decisions. As the
name indicates, this aspect of knowledge is rather intangible, implicitly contained within a company.
It is, therefore, the task of the manager to analyse and estimate the tacitness, of both the partners’
and the focal firms’ knowledge, and decide, whether or not, it is reasonable to join or create an
alliance, as a high level of tacitness predicts a negative effect on alliance performance.
Besides the investigated influence of the concept of knowledge sharing on alliance outcome, several
other success factors were believed to influence the performance.
Also from this part of the study, managerial implications can be drawn; alliance experience has a
strong impact on alliance success, i.e. the more experience the firm has already gained in allying, the
better prospective alliances can be expected to perform.
In addition, the learning and knowledge acquisition process in strategic alliances influences the
perception of a satisfying alliance performance. Normally, one of the focal firm’s main intentions to
entering an alliance is to acquire new knowledge. The managers’ task is thus to take care of the
fulfilling of this strategic goal.

7.4.

Limitations

To complete a research project, it is important to reflect on and discuss about its limitations (Bryman
& Bell, 2007). Those limitations, which some of them already have been discussed in previous
chapters, will just be mentioned briefly to complete the overview. Also, some new considerations
about possible limitations will be brought up.
Foremost, it always has to be borne in mind, that this thesis was restricted by the time frame of less
than five months. This had some negative consequences, e.g. the sample creation process or the
analyses, which were likely to contain more aspects than were addressed in this thesis.
Regarding the theoretical part of this thesis, it has to be acknowledged, that the developed model
was an extract of the most important theories in this field. Therefore, omitted theories of
researchers with conflicting perspectives to the majority of their colleagues might have impaired the
completeness of the model. An example of this was the case of the reversed hypothesis core (Section
6). Moreover, although an intensive literature research was performed, in order to develop the
model, the possibility that other factors (variables) were missed out, could not be excluded.
The research design chosen comprises also some limitations. Parkhe (1993, p. 822) uses the
expression of a “cross-sectional snapshot”, arguing that this design lacks the incorporation of
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dynamism and evolutionary processes (Doz, 1996) and their impacts on alliance performance.
Furthermore, as stated in the research design section (Chapter 4), it was not possible to achieve
internal validity with a cross-sectional, as it was not possible to test the variables on their causality,
and “thus, the cause and effect relationship between certain variables cannot be verified.” (Norman,
2004, p. 617) What is also necessary considering, is the risk of having received unintended question
order effects; although arguments were brought forward (Chapter 4), which legitimated the
subsequently order of the different items of a concept, it has to be taken into account that there are
other scholars (e.g. Sommer & Sommer, 1997), who favour a mixed order in the questionnaire. One
possible drawback of the chosen approach is that it could result in higher α-values of the different
items of one concept. A next, very commonly addressed limitation, is the common method bias (or
common method variance). Podsakoff and Organ (1986) state that this problem arises, when all
measures are collected with the same research instrument, which was the case in this study.
Therefore, any defect or inaccuracy in the survey might have led to altered results. However,
according to Norman (2004), this bias is mitigated, when the questions about the dependent variable
are asked for at last, which was the case in this study. A last limitation, that is related to the research
design, is social desirability bias (Simonin, 1997), which concerns social considerations undertaken by
the respondent when completing the questionnaire. Yet, anonymity, as it was guaranteed in this
research, reduces the risk of this bias significantly (ibid.). Moreover, the investigated research area
was not perceived as being highly sensitive, so that a bias with the intent to achieve social
acceptance was not very likely (ibid.).
The limitations related to the sample have already elaborately been discussed in chapter 5. However,
to create a holistic picture of the limitations, they will shortly be included. It was possible that the
sample size limited the explanatory power of the theoretical model, as it directly affected the
statistical significance, which in turn was in the majority of the hypotheses inacceptable. In addition,
the respondents to variables ratio was below (slightly under) the lower recommended limit, so the
risk of overfitting existed. Also, the survey error, i.e. coverage, sampling, measurement and
nonresponse error, have already been addressed and found as prevalent in this sample. Nevertheless,
an extra emphasis has to be put on the nonresponse error. It was stated in the introduction, that the
failure rates of strategic alliances amounts up to 60% (Das & Teng, 2003). Interestingly, 47 out of 50
(94%) firms of the sample assessed their most recent alliance as being satisfactory, which is
completely contradictory to the results of previous scholars. Hence, it may be assumed, that firms
involved in an unsuccessful alliance, may have been reluctant to return the questionnaire. Moreover,
although all of the firms in the sample were from the EU in order to control the cultural aspect, it is
worth mentioning that there was no control for the other participating firms in the alliance and their
cultural background. Thus, culture might have had an impact on the empirical data. In any case, it
was expected that most of them had alliance partners from the EU, as R&D in manufacturing is
assumed as being one of Europe’s core competences and supported by initiatives of the EU.
In addition, also regarding the analyses and discussions, some limitations have to be considered. It
always exists the risk that values are evaluated wrongly, e.g. that values that actually had an impact
were omitted, and that thus important parts were not included in the discussion. However, this
limitation is believed as being rather low, as all the significant values were considered. Moreover, the
choice of critical values can harm the explanatory power of the results. Due to the fact, that in this
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thesis all the critical values were taken from previous research, the power of this limitation very
estimated as being rather small.

7.5.

Future Research

Naturally, the results of this study could not answer all the open questions in this area of research.
Thus, the authors would like to put forward some suggestions for future research.
It is recommended by the authors to test the theoretical model again, with a larger sample. As it has
already been pointed out, the small sample size was very likely to have had an impact on the results,
especially on the fact that the majority of the hypotheses had to be rejected because of statistical
insignificance. Thus, to ensure that the sample size did not harm the overall verification of the model,
this possible error should be eliminated by undertaking a comparable study with a sample size that
does not bear the risk of violating the results.
On the other hand, it is expected, that an in-depth study, such as a case study, will shed new light on
the different aspects of knowledge sharing and their effects on alliance performance. Also, the model
of knowledge sharing could be enriched through an inductive approach and extended with potential
new aspects that were not considered in this study.
However, not only the impact of knowledge sharing on alliance performance, but also the study of its
composing concepts is definitely worth being continued. As it was explained earlier in this
dissertation, knowledge sharing can up till now only be described by its different aspects, as proxies;
future research should therefore attempt to describe the relationships of knowledge sharing and its
different aspects. Thus, the unclear position of protection in the model and its interrelations to some
of the other aspects, could be clarified.
In terms of alliance performance, it might be conducive for understanding the role of knowledge
sharing, to distinguish between different types of alliances. This would mean to perform studies on
both an equity and non-equity level. Hence, different and more precise measurements could be
applied, such as financial measurements, which are less general, in order to capture all the different
types of alliances.
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Appendix A. The Questionnaire

The questionnaire below was sent out electronically to 492 firms. The scale was a seven-point Likert
scare (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree), unless otherwise noted. Every construct was put on
a new webpage and every webpage started with the sentence “Please have the most recent alliance
in mind when answering the following questions”. At the end of the survey the respondent could
choose whether they wanted to receive an executive summary of the study.
1.
2.
3.
4.

We can rely on our partner to respect the alliance agreement.
There is a high level of trust in the working relationship with our partner
We trust that our partner’s decisions will be beneficial to the alliance.
We trust that our partner’s decisions will be beneficial to our firm.

5. We consider our partner as a very strong actual or future competitor.
6. Our firm has intentional procedures, routines, and policies to restrict the sharing of
relevant information concerning our technology/process know-how.
7. Our firm is very protective of our technology/process know-how.
8. One of our partner’s objectives in forming the alliance was to learn about an unfamiliar
market.
9. One of our partner’s objectives in forming the alliance was to learn about our technology.
10. One of our partner’s objectives in forming the alliance was to learn about our
management techniques.
11. The resources, skills, knowledge, and capabilities our firm contributes to the alliance can
be easily expressed in writing.
12. The resources, skills, knowledge, and capabilities our firm contributes to the alliance can
be easily expressed in writing.
13. The resources, skills, knowledge, and capabilities our firm contributes to the alliance can
be quickly and easily taught to new employees.
14. The resources, skills, knowledge, and capabilities our firm contributes to the alliance are
highly related to the firm’s core knowledge.
15. Collaboration between our firm and our partner should lead to the generation of new
knowledge, technology developments.
16. Collaboration between our firm and our partner should be concentrated on the
exploitation of both firm’s knowledge bases.
17. Our company has learned a great deal about the technology/process know-how held by
your partner.
18. Our company has greatly reduced its initial technological reliance or dependence upon
the partner since the beginning of the alliance.
19. Our company has a great experience in alliances.
20. We modify our alliance related procedures as we learn from experience.
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21. What is the structure of this alliance? (1. Equity. 2. Non-equity)
22. Our company has achieved its primary objective(s) in forming this alliance
23. Our company’s competitive position has been greatly enhanced due to the alliance
24. Our company has been successful in learning some critical skill(s) or capabilities from our
alliance partner(s)
25. Please give an overall assessment of this alliance (1. Satisfactory/successful.
2.Unsatisfactory/ failure.)
Thank you very much for completing the survey!
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